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(FOREMOST PAPER IN. HARDING COUNTY.)
"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Eight"
TheSpaWh-American3o- y
Hai.diSgXjñtyiev MexicjT&aturday, Feburaiy.

VoTXlX.

LOGAN BRIDGE CELEBRA- ROAD CONVENTION AT LOGAN FEB. 20 and 21st.
TION TO BE HELD FEB. 20-- !
21.
'
The Spanish American,
Fexlco.
Roy
New
Logan
are
of
The good people
The first annual convention of
planning a big celebration in
Highway
of the completion of of the
'
held
will
be
at LoAssociation
The
place.
the big bridge at that
celebration will be held on the gan N. M., February 20 and 21:
20th ana 21st., day of February. The Convention will likewise be
The first day will be given over in the form of a celebration of
to routine matters' of importance the completion of the big $250,t
000) bridge across the Canadian
to various road associations and
to
the River at Logan.
a banquet in the 'evenings
o
Highway
The
and
associations
officers of these
from
designated
is
now
Plain:
Logan expects to have at this
obmain
to
Logaiijtnd
view
the
Mem
banquet, Governor Mécheme
'
Logan
ject
at
.Convention
of
the
hers of the State Highly Com- -'
mission and many other notables will be J .designate routes north
.Logan to Raton and southof the states The second day fron
Plainview into Central
east
from
will witnessihe dedication of the
your city is on one of
As
Texas.
bridgefrV,;'
proposed routings, we would
the
'"''tinder
This 'bridge has been
urge that you at least be repre..the course ."construction for sented at the meeting and that,
the past two years and is a type if possible, you have a good dele'known as cantilever' steel arch gation from your community
It is one of the highest and most present.
expsnsive bridges in the state
The completion of the new brid
and its completion opens up the ge will make possible a much
Atlantic :,to ' Pacific Highway, shorter route between the larger-parcoast ta coast road which travof Texas and. the resorts of
erses New Mexico; It also opens Colorado than any existing route
up the New Texas Colorado Within a few years the
o
Highway coming thru Plainview
Highway will be travelTexas and north thru Harding led by thousands of tourists. Sev
County, passing thru the towns eral hundred tourists cars loadof Mosquero, Solano, .Roy, Mills ed with tourists with money will
and Abbott and connecting with pass thru the towns on the route
the Santa Fe Trail at Springer it will mean quite a big thing for
and giving a direct outlet to the towns on the new highway.
Colorado from Texas points, and The
o
Highway is
decreasing the milage to these no graft scheme and no salaried
points considerable.
promoters are working it up.
The new highway is completed some of the progressive citizens
in Texas and is in condition for in several towns realizing the val
travel form the state line to
ue of tourists travel and the opThe completion of the portunity offered by the new
bridge at Logan and the grading bridge across the Canadian Rivo
of the David Hill east of
er at Logan organized the assoalso the grading of the ciation at Hereford last summer.
road from the top of the hill to The organization wll be definitethe Colfax County line will make ly selected. There will be no
it in good condition for tourists costs to anybody on the routs
.. travel
, ....,..'
and your only investment will be
Roy being on the direct route your work and enthusiasm.
of the new highway should send
Be sure that your community
a nice delegation to the celebra- is present at the Logan meeting
tion and let the people know we to press your claims for the new
are interested in the. good road route.
work being done in the state.
Yours very trulv.
The following letter was reJohn Boswell.
ceived by the S. A. from John
Secretary
Treasurer.
A. BoswelÉ "of. Plainview. Secre
tary of the Texas Colorado
Mrs. Don Bradley and Mrs.
Highway Association and is in
Hazen were up from Bradley atitself explanatory.
Roy should send a number of tending the Roy Trading Co sale
delegates to this convention for last Tuesday.
it is expected that delegates will
be present from Raton, Plain-vieMrs. Copéland, who "as orer-ateTucumcari and all towns
l,
upon at the Plumbs
along the Highway. , The assois improving nicely.
ciation was organized at Hereford, last spring; E. W. Harrison
Fthel Anderson and children
of Hereford, Pres.; J. W. Cora,
Mosquero are visiting the
of
of Tucumcari, V. Pres. ; John Bos
Leatherman home this
ental
well, Plainview Sec. Treas., E. W.
week.
s,
Galbg-John
Smith
Gallegos of
pton of Grady. E W. Harrison of
Hereford ; B. D. Woodle, of Dim Lowqn north to Raton will be def
mit and W. E. Risser of Plain-vie- initely decided upon at this convention. Now thpt we have a
directors
A route for the Texas Colo- chance to be placed on an imporrado Highway souteast froi" tant highway let us do our part
Plainview into Central Texas will and show our appreciation by
probably be chosen at the Logan having a strong delegation at
convention also the route from this convention.
Texas-Colora-

ll.,7ÍIIf

No.

ED CABLE ARRESTED
LAREDO, TEXAS

do

Texas-Colorad-

1

Texas-Colorad-

Texas-Colorad-

ri.

Mos-auer-

d

"cc-pita-

w

that all our customers who owe us past due notes and accounts wil come in at once and make arrangements to take
"

care of .them.

We do not wish to force collection, but unless arrange-

ments are made immediately tó pay these old debts
have no alternative.

ROY TRADING COMPANY
A

Profitable Place to Trade.

NORMAL
Building practically
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o. o. f:..installes .offi- ENERTAINS
cohered by

Insurance
A fire of unknown origin destroyed the beautiful Las Vegas
Normal School Building last
Thursday night. The fire was
discovered about 11 o'clock and
practically the whole upper story
was ablaze when discovered and
within a very short time the roof
fell m causing the work of the
firemen to be very dangerous.

cers

baptist lad-

ies missionary

SOCIETY

The I O. O. F. Lodge installed
Mrs. Wñi, G. Johnson and Mrs
the oiiicers lor the ensuing term jC. W. B. Leatherman entertain-Wed- ,
evening. A large mem- - ed the Baptist Ladies missionary
bership was in attendance and a Society at the home of the
g
line up of officers install- - mer last Thursday afternoon.
ed tor the ensuing year.
The re nitor routine nf hn sin pro
The following officers were in-- was transacted and the study
for-stron-

N.

hour devoted to work.

A

dain-

Carr; V. G. Thos ty lunch was served by the host- Strong; bec'y. P. C. Haines; Ire- - less. The reports of the Society
asurer; J. Floersheim ; Fin. Sec'y showed
For at east four hours the L. E. Dubler, Warden E. F. Hen being thatandexcellent 'work wns
done
that it was in exlarge building seemed to be wrap ry ; Con. John Whiting. Chapcellent financial shape.
ped m a restless blanket of flame lain Homer Holmes; O. G. Vern
ever leaped higher and in broad Caris; I. G. Russel Kern; R. S.
er swaths. The firemen played S. James Christman. L. S. S. lent work and adding new memfive lines of hose on the burning Harry Welsh; R. S. N. G. N. L. bers each month to their rolls.
building. Water rushing from Benson L. S. N. G., Jno. Howett;
The newly installed officers
the burning building froze as it R. S. V. G. Ray Busey; L. S. V. will give
a banquet to the entire
ran down the side of the stone G. J. C. Hester.
'Lodge
within
the next few weeks
walls. The night was bitter cold
Th installation work was done i rtot whí-- h riii Un r,nnmnnA'
ce forming on the firemen's by acting I). D. G. M. R. C. Gru-niclothes in spite of the tevriffic
;ra next weeks S A. and they
heat from the fire.
strong
'every member of Homestead Lod'
TheliOdge, which is the
By daylight the firemen had
organization m ge to be present at this ban- Fraternal
est
the fire under control but the en- Hardin;j County, is doing excel- - quet.
tire building had been gutted
and the furnishings all destroyed
including the fine library vhch
m2&
the. Normal had been years tin'
G. Ray B.

g.

m-g- s

'
building up.
y ;
building
was theonThe main
ly one destroyed while the 'other
buildings on the campus were
endangered and were saved only
by the heroic work of the
fire-.ne-

n.

The building was insured for
5125,000 and as the stone walls
'.3 net coom to bo damaged, the
joíiurcncé will cover the; loss.
The records of. the institutio"
were in the vault and were not
Jestroyed altho the library and
several valuable collections of dif
ferent sorts were destroyed.
The president of the Normal,
'

Mi-- .

Wagner with the assistance

of the business men of Las Vegas
have secured a number of rooms
in different parts of the town
and the school resumed its usual
work Monday morning, altho
much handicapped from lack of
equipment.
The building will bé rebuilt
as soon as the insurance is adjusted and the Board of Regents expect to have it completed in time for the begining of
the next school years work in
September.
The enrollment of the school
was something over 500 regular
uudnts and during ths summer

attendance far
mark.

'

i

j

part of the state.
At the time that this class

was to depart on their journey
to Roswell it was found that
there were no funds available to
defray the expenses of travelling, etc.. and it was only thin
the deligent efforts of some of
the public spirited ladies of the!
town that the money was" adr
vanced so that the trip could be
made. It is now up to every citizen in this vicinity who has the
good ofour schools at heart to
see that a sufficient amount of
money is raised to fully reimburse those who were so kind as
to use their efforts in behalf of
so worthy a cause.
Dinner will be served by the
ladies from 11:30 to 1:30. Do
not forget the day, Saturday
February eieveath.

HAS MOVIE CIRCUIT
Our friend Elvin Nickens has
placed his movie outfit on an au- to truck and will have a regular
movie circuit and will show at
the following places each week.
H.TMt.
AT.
:.
T..
f1
1U1US AD- lMyt mosquero,
ooiano,
TIT.. Ki.
luí
anA fllaAiinr.
ens is an exDert at the ramft
and these town are guaranteed
irood pictures each week bv a
good outfit.
T

3;

A Bradley Sweater
Is something you need all
the time. Come in and
see our line- - we have one
to please you. We have
a few men's sweaters we
are closing out t

$1.49
Get one before they are gone!

Dress up in a Stetson hat
By purchasing a Stetson

you get the best quality,
one that holds its shape
and always looks right.

Are you getting your share
of the tickets on the Five Big Premiums we will give

ay

April 1st.
Remember with each dollar pinchare ycu get a ticket.
Ee sure and ask for them

loersheim Mercantile
Company

AT

Just before going to press a
long distance call came from Albuquerque giving us the news
that Ed. Cable who stole a number of money orders and collected for several C. O. D.'s from
Roy Post Office last October was
arrested at Laredo, Texas, Tuesday. We were unable to get the
facts further than he had been
arrested and would be taken to
Santa Fe to await the action of
the Federal Grand Jury. The
of Cable's thievery has
not yet been fully determined
but will amount to several hundred dollars. Only two of sever- - ,
al missing orders have been lo
cated to date, hence it will be
impossible to determine the full
loss until all orders are located?"
which may take a month or two
yet to find out the full loss. Cable's suit case was found in the
depot at Deming on November.
6th.., and contained 6 of the
stolen orders. Since that time
Cable has been in Old Mexico and
beyond the reach of the U. S. Officials altho his location has been
practically known since that time
and we presume when he cross- -j
ed the line at Laredo he was im- -t
mediately arrested and turned
over ta the proper authorities.

pas-

LADIES OF ROY TO SERVE
CHILI DINNER
The ladies of Roy wish to announce that they will serve a
good old fashioned Chili Dinner
at the Leach Bakery on Saturday, February 11th., the proceeds of which will go to defray
the expenses of the agricultural
class of the Local High School on
their recent trip to the southern
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FIRE DESTROYS LAS VEGAS LAS VEGA'S NORMAL BURNED LAST WEEK.

schools the
ses the 1000

We Earnestly Request
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FRIEND

NEED

A FRIEND INDEED
Writes
Lydia

Hardee Regarding
Pinkham's Vegetable

Mrs.

L

Spanish
Doubloons

Compound

By
Loa Angeles, Calif. "I must tell you
mat i am true inenq to Liydia ti.i'ink- iiiiiiiiiíTtíTííTíTTíií

Pi

Ihams

Vegetable

Compound. I have
taken it off and on
for twenty years and
it has helped me
change from a deli
cate girl to a stout;

CAMILLA

KENYON

(CHAPTER

Compuj

Bobtx-llirr-

XI.

Continued.)

I was married

"And now I have to think ahout
moving the gold. First of all I must
get the chest Itself aboard the Island
Queen. This means that I shall have
to empty It and leave the gold In the
cave, while I get the chest out by
sea. When the chest Is safely In the
cabin of the sloop where it won't
leave much room for Benjy and his
master, I'm afraid I will take the
bags of coin out by the land entrance.
I can't think of risking my precious
doubloons in the voyage around the
point.
"Of course I should have liked to
get to the task today, but after the
first mad thrill of the great event was
over, I found myself as weak and unnerved as a woman. So by a great
effort I came away and left my glorious golden hoard. Now I dream and
gloat, playing with the Idea that tomorrow I shall find It all a fantasy.
The pleasure of this Is, of course, that
all the while I know this wildest of
RatUeand Chatter
all Arabian fairy tales to be as real
with
as the most drab and sober fact of my
ADVANCE
hitherto colorless life.
'After all, on the way back from the
cave Benjy brought down a pig. So he
Brake Lining
Is as well pleased with the day as I
for Fords
am. Now I ara sitting In the doorway
Thit free book telU why.
of my cabin, writing up my Journal,
Write kt it.
trying to calm down enough to go
and
TeD tout dealer to rdina
to bed. If it were not for the swift
your Foid with "Cork
iniert."
fading of daylight, I would go back
ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP.
to the cave for another peep into the
1723 Prairis Avenue. Chicago
chest. But all round the Island the
sea Is moaning with that peculiarly
Humility.
melancholy note that comes with the
"It would appear," observes a South- falling of night. The
s
have
humility,
ern minister, that
as a vir- risen from the cove and gone wheel
tue, Is in some quarters at least, fast ing off In troops to their nests on the
disappearing. Our fathers used to cliffs. Somehow a curious dislike,
preach humility to us respect for almost fear, of this wild,
soliour superiors, contentment with our tary place has come over me. I long
liumhle station and so forth. 'He who for the sound of human voices, the
Is down need fear no fall,' said one of touch of human hands. I think of the
to a darky In his em- dead man lying
the
there at the door of
ploy.
the cave, Its silent guardian for so
" 'Jest so, sun,' answered the darkey,
long. I suppose he brooded once on
but he's shore to get sot on and the thought of the gold as I do perwalked over.' " Milwaukee Sentinel.
haps he has been brooding so these
I wonder If h Is
nlnetv vears!
'
Important to Mothers
I, a stranger, have come
pleased
that
'Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy into possession of his secret hoard at
for Infants and children, and see that it last?
"Oh, Helen, turn your heavenly face
Bears the
on me be my refuge from these shudSignature
dering unwholesome thoughts! The
In Use for Over 30 Years.
gold is for you for you ! Surely that
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria must cleanse it of its stains, must
loose the clutch of the dead hands
Conservative Man.
that strive to hold it I
Of course In some respects man Is
"February 11. Tills morning I was
more conservative than woman. All early at the cave. Yes, there
it was,
the same he doesn't save' his silkiest the same wonder-ches- t
that I had
socks to wear on windy days. Gal- dreamed of all night long. It was ab
veston News.
surd how the tightness in my breast
relaxed.
"I began at once the work of re
moving the bags from the chest and
stacking them in the corner of the
cave. It was a fatiguing Job, I had
to stoop so,
'I spent so much time unloading the
that before I was ready to go
chest
la?;
for my boat the tide was up and
Bell-an-s
pounding on the rocks below the cave.
I find that only at certain stages of
TYQICI
IIUI
the tide is the cave approachable by
Relief
sea. At the turn after nigh water,
for Instance, there Is such a terrific
M
undertow that it sets up a small mael
strom among the reefs lying off the
254; and 754 Packages, Everywhere
At low tide is the time to
Island.
come.
'February 12. Got the chest out of
the cave, though it was a difficult Job.
Luckily there was no sea, and I had
a smooth passage around the point. I
Vasdine- laughed rather ruefully as I passed
To
the Cave of the Two Arches.
think of the toll I wasted there! I
wish Benjy had encountered the fateful pig a little sooner.
"Got the chest aboard the Island
Queen and stowed in the cabin. Not
room left to swing a kitten.
RffU9.Pat.0rf.
"In the afternoon began moving the
PETROLEUM JELLY
gold. It's the deuce of a Job.
"February 15. Been hard at It for
sores,
three days. ' Most of the gold moved.
Have to think, too, of provisions and
blisters, burns, cuts
water for the trip.
irri"February 16. On board the Island
Queen. Have moved my traps from
innumerable
the hut and am sleeping on the sloop.
Want to be near the gold. Tomorrow
uses.
have only to bring the last of the
I
BEH1SE SUBSTITUTES
gold aboard a trifling matter and
then go out with the ebb. I would
have got all the bags on board today,
Hew York
but I noticed a worn stretch In the
cable holding the sloop and stopped
to repair it. I can't have the sloop going on the rocks in case a blow comes
up tonight.
There are only about a
AND OINTMENT
load and a half of hags left In the
cave.
"A queer notion Belzed me today
Sea 25c, 0 in ta est 25 ud 50c, Taina 25c
about. the crucifix, when I was bringing It from the cave. It seemed to
float into my brain I can't say from
what quarter that I had better leave
the crucifix for BUI. It wasn't more
than he had a right to, really and
SAFE AND SANE
s
to
there is no virtue in a
make a man sleep well.
"Of course I put the absurd Idea
TM
tft9p It difftrcM (torn all ottim.
Outfk irhei. No opit. 3S tverywher
from me, and brought the crucifix
iboard along with the rest of the gold.
DENVER, NO.
1 shall be glad when I know that the
W. N.
.

.

I was sick all the
time until I took
Lyivs F. Pinkham's
Vegetable Com
pound. I was in bed
much of my time with pains and had to
have the doctor every month. One day
I found a little book in my yard in
Guthrie, Oklahoma, and I read it through
and got the medicine Lydia E.
h&m a Vegetable Compound and took
eight bottles and used the Sanative
Wash. I at once began to get stronger.
I have got many women to take it just
by telling them what it has done for me.
I have a young sister whom it has
helped m the same way it helped me,
I want you to know that I am a 'friend
indeed, ' for you were a friend in need. ' "
Mrs. George Hardee, 1043 Byram
et,, la8 angeles, jantornia
Let Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
lampouna oe a ' mena indeed to you.

It's Easy to Stop Ford

Cork Insert
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Relief
Sure
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INDIGESTION
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smj Sure
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ELL-A-
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For

broken

and all skin
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toilet

StaUStrttt

Cuticura Soap
Clear the Skin

cross-bone-

for Ccihs&Cclds
0,

vines have again covered that lonelyloosing gravestone from sight. I can
help feeling my own glorious good fortune to be somehow on affront to poor
uniucky mu.
'
"Tomorrow one last trip to the cave,
and then hey, for home and Heleal"
The diary ended here.
I closed the book, and stared with
unseeing eyes into the green shadows
of the encompassing woods.
What
happened to the writer of the diary
on that last trip to the cave? For he
had never left the island. Crusoe was
here to prove It, as well as the wreck
of the Island Queen. And, in all hu
man probability, under the sand which
choked the cabin of the derelict was

of ground, outlined at Intervals with
small stones."
At the head of the grave lay a large,
smoothly rounded stone. I knelt and
brushed away some obstinate
and the letters "B. II." re
vealed themselves, cut deeply and If
regularly into the sloping face of the
stone. Below was the
ble symbol of the crossed bones.
There was something In the utter
loneliness of the place that caught
my breath sharply. At once I had the
feeling of a marauder. Here slept the
guardian of the treasure and yet in
defiance of him I meant to have It
So, too, had Peter and I didn't know
yet what .he had managed to do to
the
chest of Spanish Peter.
doubloons.
With an Impatient shiver I got up
But what was the mysterious fate quickly from my knees. I whistled to
of feter? Had he fallen overboard Crusoe, who was trotting busily
about
from the 6loop and been drowned? on mysterious Intelligence conveyed to
he
Had
returned to the cave and him by his nose. He ran to me Joy.
was he there still? It was all a mys fully, and I stooped and patted his
terybut a mystery which I burned to warm vigorous body.
solve.
"Let Bill walk, Crusoe," I remarked.
Of course I might have solved It, "let htm ! He needn't be a dog In the
very quickly, merely by communicat manger about the treasure, anyhow."
ing the extraordinary knowledge which
Now came the moment which I had
had come to me to' my companions. been trying not to think about. Í had
But for the present at least I meant to find the entrance to the cave, and
to keep this astounding secret for my then go into it or part with my own
esteem forever. I went and peered
over the cliff. The ledge was there
not an inviting ledge, nor one on
which the unacrobatically inclined
would have any Impulse to saunter,
but a perfectly good ledge, on 'which
I had not the slightest excuse for de
clining to venture.
There was truly nothing dangerous
about the ledge. It was nearly three
feet wide, and had an easy downward
trend. Yet you heard the hungry roar
of the surf below, and try as you
would not to, caught glimpses of the
white swirl of it. I moved cautious
ly, keeping close to the face of the
cliff. Crusoe, to my annoyance, sprang
down upon the ledge after me. I had
a feeling that he must certainly trip
me as I picked my way gingerly along,
An angle in the rock a low dark
entrance-waIt was all as Peter had
described it. I peered in nothing but
Impenetrable blackness. I took a hes
Itating step.
The passage veered
sharply, as the diary had recorded.
Once around the corner, there would
be nothing but darkness anywhere,
Suddenly portentous and overwhelm
ing, there rose before me the unanswered question of what had become
of Peter on that last visit to the cave.
Unanswered
and .unanswerable , ex
I Began at Once the Work
of Remov- cept in one way : by going in to see.
ing the Bags.
Whereas I had so far thought prlnclpally of the treasure, I now began
own. Somehow or other, by guile or to think with intensity of
Peter. What
lucky circumstance, I must bring' it ironic stroke of
fate had cut him down
about that the document I bad signed )n the very moment of his triumph?
at Miss Browne's behest was canceled. Had he- ever reached the cave to bring
Was I, who all unaided had discov- away
the last of the doubloons? Were
ered, or as good as discovered, the they still waiting there
unclaimed?
vainly sought for treasure, to disclose Had a storm come up on
that last
its whereabouts to those who would night, and the weakened cable parted,
deny me the smallest claim upon its and the Island Queen gone on
the
contends? Was I to see all those "fair, rocks, drowning Peter in the cabin
shining golden coins," parceled out with
his gold. Then how had Crusoe
between Miss Browne and Mr. Tubbs got away, Crusoe, who
feared the
and Captain Magnus (the three who waves so, and would bark at them
my
loomed large in
indignant and then turn tall and run?
thoughts), and not possess a single one
Speaking of Crusoe, where was he?
myself? Or perhaps accept a little
I realized that a moment ago he had
stingy present of a few?
I really plunged Intó
the passage. I heard the
wasn't very covetous about the money,
patter of his feet a pause. A queer,
taken Just as money ; bat considered
dismal
as burled treasure it made my mouth passage. little whine echoed along the
I heard Crusoe returning
water.
but before his nose appeared around
And then there was Dugald Shaw,
the angle of the tunnel his mistress
who had saved my life, and who
had reached the top of the cliff at a
seemed to have forgotten It, and that bound
and was vanishing at a brisk
I had ever had my arms about his pace
into the woods.
neck and who was poor and brave
With bitterness, as I pursued my
Yes, decidedly, I should keep my
way to camp, I realized that I was
secret yet a while, till I saw how the
not a heroine. Here was a mystery
cards were going to fall.
it was the business of a heroine to
solve it. Now that I was safely away
CHAPTER XII.
from the cave, I began to feel the itch
of a torturing curiosity.
How, withI Bring to Light a Clue.
out going Into the terrifying place
My first and all but overpowering
alone, should I find out what was
Impulse was to possess myself of a
there? Should I pretend to have ac
spade and dash for the wreck of the cidentally
discovered the grave, lead
Island Queen. Sober second thought the party to
it, and then agaln accrestrained me. To dig through the identallydiscover the tunnel? This
damp,
sand of the cabin plan had its merits but I discarded it,
would be no trifling task, for I should for fear
that something
would be
be hampered by the need of throwing
found in the cave to direct attention
out the excavated sand behind me to the
Island Queen. Then I reflect
through the narrow companlonwav)
ed that very likely
the explorers
I could achieve my end, no doubt, by would work round
Island
the
far
patient burrowing, but It would re- enough to find the
of the
quire much more time than I had at cave.
This would take matters enmy command before the noon-datirely out of my hands. I should persounding of Cookie's gong. I must haps be enlightened
as to the fate of
not be seen departing or returning Peter
and the last remaining bags of
with a spade, Jbut make off with the doubloons,
but might also have to
Implement In a stealthy and burglari- share
the secret of the derelict with
Above all, I must not the rest. And then
ous manner.
all my dreams of
risk betraying my secret through Im- playing fairy godmother
and shower
patience.
ing down on certain heads like coals
But there was nothing to forbid an of fire torrents of beautiful golden
Immediate pilgrimage to the
doubloons, would be over.
grave-stonwith its sinister
On the whole I could not tell wheth
symbol. The account In Peter's diary
er I burned with impatience to have
of his adventure with the pig placed the cave
discovered, or was cold with
the grave with such exactness that I
the fear of.lt.
had no doubt of finding It easily.
And then, so vigorous is the instinct
That done, I would know very nearly
where to look for the cave and In to see one's self In heroic postures, I
order to bid defiance to a certain chill found I was trying to cheat myself
sense of reluctance which beset me with the pretense that I meant presat the thought of the cave, I started ently to abstract Aunt Jane's electric
tunnel-moutout at once, skirting the clearing with torch and, returning to the
In
plunge
dauntlessly.
much circumspection, for it seemed to
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
me that even the sight of my vanishing back must shout of mystery to
Cookie droning hymns among his pots
Effective In Ancient Warfare.
Crusoe, of course, came
and pans.
Among types of sword famous in
with me, happily unconscious of his the past must be mentioned the great
own strange relation to our quest.
affair swung by the GerSomewhere In the angle between the mans In lansquenets, who were much
ragged margin of the cliffs and the mixed up in the French religious wars.
abrupt rise of the craggy mountainside, So large was It, it could not h6 caraccording to Peter's Journal, lay the ried at the side In a scabbard, but
grave. I began systematically to poke had to be swung across the back.
When the lansquenets went Into acwith a stick I carried into every
mass of vines or bushes. tion they bad to be stationed a' good
Quite suddenly I found It. My prod- - distance apart, in order to confine
dings had displaced a matted mass of the casualties to the enemy. Each
ground-creepeBeneath, looking raw took his stand, started the old scythe
and naked without its leafy covering, going and developed quite a sphere
was the "curiously regular little patch or ranuence.
..
.. f
vine-tendril- s,
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long-soug-
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healthy woman.
When
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GLAD SHE TOOK THE

ASPIRIN

IN BUYING

ALWAYS

DOCTOR'S ADVICE;

SAY "BAYER"

Look for the Name "Bayer" on Tableta, Then You Need
Never Worry.
"Bayer Tablet of Aspirin" can be
taken safely for Colds, Headache,
Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Joint Pains, Neuritis, and Pain generally.
To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions In each
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin."
This package is plainly
stamped with the safety "Bayer Cross."
The "Bayer Cross" means the gens
Aspirin prescribed
uine,
by physicians for over twenty-on- e
years. Advertisement.,
world-famou-

Are Ailing, You Cannot Afford

If You

Canada's Fish Industry.
Last year the fish products of her
two coasts netted to Canada the sum
of $26,153,044. The Industry gives em0
ployment to between 80,000 and
workers, of whom about 70,000 are
engaged in the sea fisheries, about
10,000 in the fresh water fisheries, and
the remainder in canning, curing and
and a body
otherwise preparing the product for Bright eyes, a clear skin
may bo
health
and
youth
of
full
the market.
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking
MOTHER! OPEN
100,-00-

Women
Made Young

-

COLDMEDAL

CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
Your little one will love the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup" even If
coDstipated, bilious, Irritable, feverish,
or full of cold. A teaspoonful never
falls to cleanse the liver and bowels.
In a few hours you can see for yourself how thoroughly It works all the
sour bile, and undigested food out of
the bowels and you have a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child tomorrow. Ask your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup," which has
directions for babies and children of
all ages printed on bottle. Mother!
Yot must say "California" or you may
get an imitation fig syrup. Advertise
ment.
Three Minds With but One Thought.
Siltor (anxious for chance to pro- post') Look here, Bobby, if you'll see
tliat no one comes into the conservatory for half an hour I'll give you a
dollar.
Bobby Gee! Three dollars! Easy
money I
Suitor How's that?
Bobby Why, one from you, one
from sister and one from mother.
Boston Transcript.

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add trouble, the
enemies of life and looks. In us ainc
1696. All druggists, three size.
Look for the nun Cold Medal en (TUT be
and accept no imitation
No Society New There.
Living a life of Isolation on Palmyra
island, a lonely atoll more than 700
miles south of Honolulu, a family composed of two men and one woman
were discovered by the United States
eagle boat No. 4, which- recently returned from a visit and an aerial survey of the island. They were trying
to start a copra plantation. The woman, who was ill, returned to Honolulu
for medical treatment. The Island I

far outside the regular steamer paths
and has no wireless or other regular
communication with the outside world.
Dearborn Independent.
What Kind of Importer?
said the prosperous-lookinman In the smoking car, "I have business connections In Cuba."
"You'd better specify what they are,"
said a perfumery salesman. "Nowadays a man who makes a statement
like that is open to suspicion." Bir"Yes,"

mingham

g

Age-Heral-

Shave With Cuticura Soap
He's Married.
And double your razor efficiency as
"What's his present salary?"
well as promote skin purity, skin com
"He says It's never present
fort and skin health. No mug, no enough to know!"
slimy soap, no' germs, no waste, no irri
tation even when shaved twice dally.
CURES COLDS
One soap for all uses shaving bathing
and shampooing. Advertisement.
Reason for Hi Preference.
Richard was fond of a neighbor and
liked to spend the greater part of
every day at her home.
One day I said:
"Why, Richard, I believe you like
Mrs. Ford better than mother."
"Well," he replied, "she isn't always
washing me up."

mm
WcrM'l

Miss Cayenne, "which would
permit a gentleman to feel at ease In

the presence of ladles."

hi

oM Mi kt pint 1
ni kn knrlM I
fwtnll mi ifniMn. I

Damuii

You'll Smile Too
when you know the Comfort
ind easy stretch

"jogmm.

ÜXCELLÜ
SR1IBBCIILCSS

wul

bll Vbllt

Guaranteed Onfea- r- Price 75
Always insist on
or tACfcixu Guaran-

mm

ffWlWLX

teed Suspenders, Gartera
and Hose Supporters.

Ask Your Dealer "hh"n'th,n"ndd- nct.givlngdealer'mam.
Aapt no tubatitutas Uok far
hku.

The world could manage to rub
along without us, but we are rather
glad that it doesn't have to.

iwwy

Strech Suspends Ctt.Hfra.Adrian.Mich

"Oh, you can never fool my Ma.
I know just what the'll say,
That that' as much like Faultiest Stafcb
A night-tim- e
U like day."

h
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W.H. HILL

Tactful.

swered

long

ttwferd

Mr. HW's

"Why did he not accompany you to
the theater, Instead of sending tickets

for yourself and mother?"
It was not the kind of show," an

'

Overlook One Word of Thu
Kerens, Texas "Seventeen years ago
I went to our
I had woman's trouble. told
me to get
family physician and he
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, that
it was as good as anything he could give
me. I got one bottle and read directions
in pamphlet, and decided that I needed h
the Lotion Tablets and the Healing Sup-positories, too. A few bottles of
Prescription and the use of the
Lotion Tablets and Suppositories cured
me sound and well of women's trouble.
Mrs. D. T. Faughn, Route 1, Box 93.
What Favorite Prescription has done
for Mrs. Faughn and thousands of other
nervous, rundown, womout women it
should do for you. Get it today from
your neighborhood druggist, in tableU
or liquid.

close-packe- d

d

to

landoffiusperity
offers to home seekers opportunities that cannot
be secured elsewhere. The thousands of farmer
from the United State who have accepted Canada a generous off er to settle on FREE homesteads
or buy farm land in her provinces have been well
repaid by bountiful crops. There is still available on easy terma

Fertile Land at $15 to $33 an Acra
and similar to that which through many year
iron, vio4a Dusnela of wneat
to the acre oats, barley
and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farmers in western Canada have raised crop in a
--

jingle season worth more than the whole cost of
their land. With such success comes prosperity,
independence, good homes and all the comfort
and conveniences which make life worth living.

Farm Gardens. Poultry. Dairvlnc

aresources of income

second only to grain
growing and stock raising. Attractive climate, good neighbors, churches; schools,
good markets, railroad (acuities, rural tele- nhnn
tr
V lllattrated llttrmtnrt. mm,
tserlctta
Albert arel brlttahColumbiA.rdQOad
rmiiwir ntM,
wntt
W. V.
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ADVERTISING HELPS CRED .

FARMERS
PRO BLE MS
Farmers as compared to other
armies of workers that are in the

field and the comparative power
of each, as well as the importance of each. As the farmer
stands on the hill of thought and
looks down on the seething mass
of human beings in every line of

IT
There is one way by which a
business man's credit is improved, and that is by a policy of con
sistent advertising- - Bank men
believe in advertising for they
know it pays. Their feeling
therefore is, that when a merchant who is a good advertiser
applies for a loan, that a reasonable amount of goods bought by
him on credit is likely to be turn
ed over quickly and promptly
taid for. oh account of his meth
ods of keeping his goods constant
ly before the public. Tne DanK--

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
(Bonded)'
I

W. BLCOPLEN, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexico.

4

Mr. Farmer
Co-operati- ve

IRA BERNSTORF

.

e

CHANGED HANDS

t
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Roy Freeman and wife return- "The taxpayers' Association of
ed from Grenville. N. Méx., last New Mexico, an organization
Friday. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Alderman with headauarters at Santa Fe
returned with, them for a short N. M., which has been studying
visit: Mr. Adleman is very much state, county and municipal finpleased with the country antt ances for more than six years,
says he would like to trade his has initiated a new enterprise.
The announcement it made that
land there for land here.
with January 1922. a
Mr and Mrs Fnsr visited "ihevE.,
will be issued period- publication
Scameron home last week.
Mrs Benfer returned last Fn- - ically and placed in the hands of
dav from Hutchinson. Kansas, any citizen interested, as well as
where she has been the past four of the members of the associamonths. Mrs. Benfer says tim tion, at a nominal cost
The January number has been
es are good here to what they are
and its 32 oasres are
distributed
there.
Chas. Wright and family, J. G. found filled with information and
Green and family , Fred Davis suggestions of interest to all ; but
and family spent Sunday at the especially so to taxpayers.
An account of the third bienH. W. Davis home.
George Freeman, John and nial meeting" of the association' .
Fred Davis returned Wednesday includes addresses by the president and director reviewing the
from the canyons.
Rov Freeman and wife. Mr. work of the past 6 years. This
and Mrs. Adleman spent Tuesday work culminated in the report
evening at the J. M. Johnson of the Special Kevenue commisx
sion with its more than fifty
home.
(Treen
is snendinff the specific recommendations for ím- T1a
week with her grand parents Mr provmemV in governmental
Mr. Haggreman's
and Mrs. S. .F. Davis.
analysis of public expenditures-wergraphically illustrated ill'
We understand that R. C.
four charts which appear in the
Grunig has purchased anup-tó- qate sawmill and will place it m publication.
Amone numerous articles, we'
the canvons south of Roy and
only mention those on "The
can
saw lumber, for the next few
Budget." ConstituNational'
sawgood
R. C is a
months.
mill man and we shall exrtect a tionality of Law for
of Grant and Santa Fe
nice line of lumber from his mill.
Counties," Improvement in ConE. F. Henry who is building the trol of State Funds." Politice and
new vault at the Court House in Nepotism in' Public Schools,"
Mosquero, was in Roy on busi- "Laws are Ample to Protect
ness Monday. He reports that Public Funds." The article on
'The Problem of the Cost of
he will soon have the vault
Government" is especially timely
as the tax collector makes his
The new Abbott School house calls for remittances.
Various tables are presented
is rapidly nearing completion and
one showing a comparincluding
school.
ready
for
be
will soon
ison of levies for all purposes of
VOTICE FOR PUBLICATION 1915 and 1921 in the various
county seats of the state. Four
pages are devoted to setting forDepartment of the Interior.
U: S. LAND OFFICE at Santr th the tax levies of 1921. It is
subFe. New Mexico, January 27 shown that tax' rates rre
than
stantially hitrher for 1921
moo
,
LOU.
NOTICE is heroby given that ; for 1920, but the total amount
Albert O. Rainbow .of Mills, Nev produced is actually less.
Mexico who, on October 2, 1917
for, reporting indivimadeAddl. Homestead entry Forms
of
income for the tax
SW': dual return
No. 033293 for
able year 1921 of more than
REV, : Sec 24 NwANEVt: N
WViSec 25 Twp 21 N Range 24 I $5,000 ai'2 available at the office
N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied no- of Collector of Internal Revenue,
tice of intention to make Three Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The form contains six pages,
Year Proof, to establish claim tc
two
of which are devoted to the
the land above described, befor
F. II. Foster. U. S. Commissioner return, tv:o a duplicate ot the
at Roy, Harding County. New return to be retained by the tax
Mexco, on the 14, day ot Jkarch payer, and two to instructions.
The form will be, sent to persons
1922.
:
Claimant names as witnesses who filed similar returns last
A. I. Dav, G. C. Till, A. E. Lusk, year, but failure to receive a
and A. R. Berentz, all of Mills, form does not relieve the taxpay
er of his obligation to file on
New Mexico.
lime nn ov before March 15, 1922
A. W. Bergere,
Register. if the return is made on calendar year basis.
Forms 1040A for reporting inNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
come of $5,000 or less also are
available.
Interior
of
i

MoSOUd'O
i"

was a pleasant caller on the S.
A. Tuesday and changed tne oaie
of his paper to read 1923.

:

U. S. LAND OFFICE
New Mexico.

-

MMW Uifhev of Gladstone. New
Mexico,, who on December 7, 19-- !
1 8 made
Homestead Appncatioi
No. 026313 for N'. Sel.. S'
S. 10 SWVINWU, NWVi- - S
28E
W4 S. 11 Twp. 23 N. Range
N. M. P. Meridian has filed no- ice of intention to make tmal

E. F. II EN R Y
CONTRACTOR.
Cement, Stucco znA Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO

three year proof, to estabiisn
claim to the land above described, before Register, and Receive:
S. Land' Off ce:. at Clayton, N
M., on the tlth, day of March
.922.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Will Luellen, Robert S. Await,
M. T. Foster. M. L. G;bfcs, ail oí
Gladstone, New Mex'co.

Announcement

II.

I have leased the Kitchell Garage building and will open
a complete, first class garage and repair shop on next
Monday morning February 6th. I will handle genuine
Ford parts and in tact an automoDiie

Fe, New Mexico.

Janaurv 20.

NOTICE is hereby jriven that
Oscar H. Kidd, of Roy New Mexim who . on. SeDt.. 2. 1920
made homestead entry, No. 035- 657, for El2 SEi.,, SW14SE14,
S1.SW1, S. 14 SE'lSEVi s.15
i
NEHNW14- t. Sep 22. NWV.SWJA: WW
NW14; NEH NWi4; NW4 NE
vJN.
icange
; Sec. 23 Twp. 1
Meridian
24 E.. N. M. P.
has filed notice of intentios tr
Three Year'Proof. to establish
claim to the land above describ
ed, before U. S. Commissioner, s'
Trementina, San Miguel Co., JN
M., on the 7 day of March 1921
niíiim.int nanws as witnesses
Dan Laumbach, J. D. Lower;
A. I. Burleson, J. K Corneal a1

I will employ only expert mechanics and all work turn
ed out of the garage will ue strictly guaranteed.
Will have auto livery in connection: only Dodge cars
used.
The new garage will be known as the

Dodds Motcr & Electrical

Nií-NEV-

Co.

and remember we will alwavs
be

i

at your service for anything in the auto or tractor line.

Gerald L Dodds, Mgr.

.

We cannot separate them,
prosperecs farr.ir'g and laws go

together,

.v-

-

J

FOR PUBLICATION

Deoartment of the Interior
IL S. LAND OFFICE at Santa

Accessories, Oils and Greases

i

lb Errett,

Miss Florence K. Beckenridge,
passed away at her home in
Springer, New Mexico, January
21, 1922. At 2:oO o'clocK Saturday morning. Age 21 yrs. 2 mo.
'21 days.
She fell a victim to tuberculosis in Novemebr 1920 and suffered untold agony until the end
came. Her home was in Okmul-re- r
Oklahoma, and she came to
VTills New Mexico in June 1921
for her health and stayed at her
cousin's. Mrs. J. M. Kipp s until
November, then moved to Spring
er and put under a doctor's care.
She has since made Springer her
home.
This is n THiem. Miss Brecrer- ridge composed 10 days before

Register.

NOTICE

,

.

OBITUARY

January lb, i;
thai

cf Raj', NV.vcxiw."

ket.
,

at

is hereby inven

Dr. Plumle is reported on the
sick list this week.
CCli vviivu

the

Department

Give us a trial and be convinced.

L

.......

SSW;

J. B. WOODWARD, PROPRIETOR

sc::-.c-thi-

ga-men-

BRAND

10-4-

City Tailor Shop

,

Get in the thorobred
for a few dollars
while' prices are at rock bottom, and make yourself independent in a few years.
You need better dairy cattle and hogs, and more of
them on this mesa.
Leo M. Wagner,
neat;
Address
'
CSbcrisvilie,- Icyra.
9.
..
ft

-

A NEW MEX., TAX BULLITIN

'

I have taken ove rthe equipment of the CITY
TAILOR SHOP and will in the future conduct
this business so that a real service will Be rendered the people of Roy and vicinity in this line.
The shop has employed Mr. Clarence Jenkins
to handle the cleaning, pressing and dying line.
Mr. Jenkins has had years of experience m this
business and. is capable of doing everything m
this line in a first class manner.
Orders taken for tailor made clothing and
guaranteed, to suit the customer.

f
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IF you hare grain for sajélese
Elevame at Mesa
tor. Cash paid on delivery.
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We are ready to make your Abstracts now.

.
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1
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hee-innine- r

"Prompt and: Efficient Semes"

j-

work that is known to man, and
most of the workers are in some
would have confidence that
necessary line of work but as the goods would be disposed of
we view them from the hill we and turned into cash betore they
can see a few, working around as got out of date or shopworn.
uear under cover as possible with Discriminating buyers ot every
their slimy trades trying to class know they can get fresh
shield their occupations, working goods from the store that ad
to tear down what the masses vertises. The merchant who ad
are trying to build up. these are vertises seldom has shopworn
the moonshiners, bootleggers, goods. And in that way adverblue sky stock sellers, the man tising helps the merchant's crethat takes his money out of the dit not only with the banks but
bank before the first of Jan- with his customers. And one is
uary to keep from paying taxes just as important as the other.
on it, or keeps it in another
state, also the ones who put
GLADSTONE
their cash in safety deposit boxes
and keep it out of circulation, George Edson and family spent
and thereby cause the products Sunday at the W. M. Winter
of the producer, to be a drug on home.
.
the market, on account of scarMr. George Little marketed
city of money. These last nam- wheat in Grenville last week.
ed, my friends, should be arrestMr. Sink shipped a car of hogs
ed the same as the vagrant and to Denver last week.
of the
fined not less than 10
Rigdon and Gooden are shellmoney that he has so put away. ing corn in this vicinity at presIt is not right for a few hun- ent and will have it all shelled
ted ímen with their hundreds of within a week if the weather con
mil- rvn'
cT e tr.
tinues fair. Generally speaking
W fnt.ml a hundred
lion people and make life misera-- 1 the yield is a little below what
tole, for this vast number, m or- the farmers estimated it to be.
Vnr the oast several Saturdays
der to double their millions, the
producers are the great back gr- Gladstone has been the scene of
people
and
ound, the foundation of the pros laro--c crowds of
,
- young
íwit.v and then at times not al orownuDS from tne farms in me
lowed to prosper becouse a few vallev. One can hear most every
nave not as many millions as snhirt. discussed bv tne oiaer
they want. The great mass of while the vouncer people a-humanity as we view them, seem muse themselves by playing bas
as sheep without a shepherd, ketball.
Tt. is reported that the school
you can see a big buck in every
the
of
one
"only
is
Tirls team is the champion cf the
flock but he
sheep, just stronger than the several contending teams.
Jim Bal find family spent Sunrest, what we need, my friends,
pick
help
and
together
at W. F. Winter home.
get
day
is to
Clarence . Dyche is moving to
shepherds, real shepherds not
just pacifists shepherds that the Coffee farm twelve miles
We underwill work and sweat to get things north of Gladstone.
to stand he has purchased it and
arjusted as they ought
lit. the root of the evil and will make it his future home.
Mack Griffin, who has been
many of us think the cause of
the present state ot anairs, me here visiting his parents has de
big money lenders run tne iarm parted for ins home in Maam,
products down to where they are Oklahoma.
Well Well, the ground is whi
by drawing in their money and
holding it until the farmers sac- te again. As we havn't seen the
rifice everything but his land, like ""for so long we can't positive
knowing that he would have to ly tell whether it is snow or an
borrow so they could put their oversized frost. Whatever it is
money out at a good rate of in- we need much more cf it.
terest on the best securities in
the world and go off to the sea HIGH SCHOOL TEACilERS
ENTERTAIN HIG:i ü CIICGL
side in winter and to the mounPUPILS
tains in summer, while the farmers sweats at his hard work and
The teachers of the Harding
his financial conditions
School entertained
this is brought about by what?) County High of
the High School
comstudents
the
My friends! by farmers and
at the
evening
stroSaturday
in
one
last
being
not
mon people
ng organization as he could de- High School Building, trames
played dur- mand what was right and get it. of various sorts were
ivt the evenmsr and also a come
We are just fooling with
dy
and
entertainment was given by
that means happiness
not
of the pupils, ine nign
is
several
It
slavery.
prosperity or
of near
only necessary for us, but safe School has an enrollment
were
all
practically
and
which
sixty
in
country
for the great
teachers
of
the
guests
present
as
farm
some
see
we
that
we live,
'during
writers advocate government A fine lunch was served
that
told
are
we
and
evening
right
all
the
is
warehouses which
ample jusdid
students
all
much
of
the
be
would
it
but
good,
and
tice to the courses offered. At a
better and cheaper for surplus
year
late hour the pupils voted the
from
keep
will
products trat
as excellent entertain
to year to keep them on the farm instructors
xnA
evs
for their various
left
which
the
needed,
until they are
themselves
congratulating
he
srladly
homes
do
if
would
f dinners
they liad
evening
pleasant
of
on the
was getting a small per cent
spent.
as
it
so.
but
doing
interest for
is now he may keep his products
ARCH
for twelve months and then take CARDINAL RATTI,
less for them than he could have BISHOP OF MILAN ELECTED POPE, MONDAY
NOTICE
Cardinal Ratti, Archbishop of
What have you to trade for a
Milan was elected Pope Monday
good automobile?
and assumed the name of Pope
r . o. uruwn.
Pius XL The. new Pope is best
ATTENTION FARMERS
known for his work in Poland
and it was because of this service
Cornbelt thorobred stock
that he was made Cardinal, June
16,1921.
positively out of the best
The new Pope is 62 years old
herds m the U.S.A. Duroc
and as archbishop of Milan preJersey Hogs, Poland China
and
from
type
sided over one of the most im
big
all
Hogs,
portant dioceses in Italy. He is
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
'
a big man physically as well as
up.
mentally and is reputed to have
I can furnish you any
liberal tendencies.
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can
1 1
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Springer.
It's wonderful to be a christian
i think I ought to know
For they've planted seeds at
our house.
With love, not long ago.
It's queer how perlect strang- ers.
Can enter your sick abode
And fill your heart with gladness,
A seemingly heavy load.
God bless these dear people
I love them every one,
May there te a place m Heaven-fo- r

them,

When life is done.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the many
friends and neighbors for their
kindness, help and sympathy dur
the sickness of our beloved
'aughter and sister.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Brecken- .idle and family.
Mrs. Elsio Bailey and family.
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cf Hast Las Versa

crtehdy at the F. IL

Register Co., Store.,

tlL

I

ritan. Roy. Haitfling Cooaty, $km
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Ad
A million rouble prize poster
equal
to
those
vas
a feature of an exehibition of.
vantasws almost
)SS- 19 posters by Russian and Ar- at
by
attendance
actual
offered
)
County of Harding
are now inonian nrtis'ta fivpn at a íw.pnt
In the District Court of the the Normal University
oí the exenutive commit
'available
students
absentee
to
Eighth Judicial District in and
.'depart
Near JEast Relief m
tee
the
of
extention
through
the
for tne County of Harding.
City.
York
New
ment.
Company
FHoersheim Mercantile
The "prize was offered by the
The plan is this classes of 12
a corporation, Plaioiiff,
in any locality. Near East Relief in Transcauca-sia- n
formed
are
to
25
s.
Russia for the best poster
of 'lessons and as- (?. Burnett,
Defendant. Twelve otou-dbe proscribed thru depicting famine .conditions in
'siSTnrrents'wiíl
N. S3.
Armenia and Georgia and the
extention courses to be tne
EXECUTION
jalen t of the 12 weeks of the reg-jul- sum of on million roubles $10
At paid the winner. 'Several of the
term at the 'Normal.
Notice is hereby given that under and by virtue of a certain exe regular intervals, heads of depart posters are examples of cubist
cu'tion issued outof the above en mente :át theamstitutíon will visit and futnreist art.now flourishtitled Court on the 4th., day of these classes and give the numbers ing in Russia.
A comtprehensive report on fathe advantage of personal
February, A. D. 1922, under a
teachconditions in Transcauca-sia- n
mine
in
and
in
lectures
contact
renjudgment and order of sale
Russia and the economic sit
dered in the above entitled cause ing methods. Cost of this seron the 31st., day of January A. vice, which may be slightly in ex uation throughout the Near East
cess of the fees charged will be was made by Charles V. Vick-erD. 1922, that I will offer
general secretary of the re11c sale the
personal property borne by te school in the interest
who has just reorganization
lief
of
education.
cause
of
the
which was attached and levied
upon in the said above entitled . .Professor Clark E. .Persinger, turned from a personal survev of
cause, to the highest bidder for who has charge of the extention the territory in which jfibe Near
cath in hand on the 6th., day of and correspondence courses, ho- East Relief .operates. Of the
Armenians formerly, resMarch. A. D. 1.022, at the hoar pes to be able to sst a new standAnatolia, Mr. Vickery
of
idents
Mexico
class
m
New
that
of 10 o'clock A. M. of said day at ard for
H.
that only some 83,688
estimated
Jonathan
work.
President
of
20
G.
Burnett, ranch about
the
remainder
im!es northeast of Roy, of the Wagner believes the woili will "e now left, the
during
rerished
.ing
either
ths
point
where
to
grow
swiftly
the
county end state aforesaid, the
following dscribed property, or it will be necessary to have one war and the deportations, or rlec
so much thereof as may be nec or more men devote their entire to Constantinople and Transcauessary to realize the sum of time to it. A bulletin on the ex, casian Russia, where they arc
& 27 tension course will be sent to any destitute and dependent on
Three Hundred Ninety-fou- r
relief for life.
100 Dollars amount of judgment one asking for it.
Ylck-re- y
Constantinople,-Mr- .
In
&
and, Nine 29 100 Dollars intercommitAmerican
said,
the
est and the amount of Eight &
If IS UP TO THE PEOPLE tee is now looking after the neec
50(100 Dollars costs of said Court
of 14.575 orphans." in Harpoot
action, and all other costs since
The record of fire loss in the 5,000 and in Cilicia 1,000. At Anincurred,
United States and Canada for cora, the canital of the Turkish
Forty-fiv- e
head of red and red the years
21 totaled 'Nationalist
0
Government, the A- white faced cows.
$l,48,Ub,íoU.
. . ''mw ipnn voli'of
..
maintain an w
One Hereford btiTL
,
1921 losses topped the list with
f
brands,
to wit: $oo,bo4poi).
Branded various
.
;
813
Konia
at
5,176,
at
Denndjo
Líizy R on right hip, F-- on left
Samsoin 1000 and at Si vas
"nn?
jaw crossed Y--J on left hip and
annually, or for the 4
Two
of red, white faced years some 60,000 people, the ma '468.
The great work of the Near
cows with calves at side. Brand- lority of whom are women and
Relief, however, Mr. Viclv
East
ed in some of the same brands children.
Aai
ui si
uBisB3nB0SUB.ix
above mentioned.
Recorded fire losses fall short
Three head of Durham cows, of actual losses for much prop- Russia, where the situation of
One mottled Durham cow.
erty is not insured and hence the people has been rendered
One Ford car, two passenger, does not get into recorded totals. desperate not only by a famine
One corn sheller, one iron water It is safe to estimate that total comparable to that in the Volga
by the Turkish inva-sia- n
trnk. Three stacks of unthrash-er- l actual fire loss in United States Region, but
of Armenia
occupation
and
oats, one stack millet, about and Canada for 4 years mention
May 1921,
to
1920
November
200 bushels corn gathered, and ed was close to 2,000,000,000.
the sow-nprevented
which
crops
ungathered.
corn,
about 25 acres
Instead of apolvine the bulk
AlevandOj
crops.
spring
At
of
'Dated this 5th., day of Feb- of the S2.000.000.000 of savinsrs
former Russian
pol. Armenia,
ruary, A. D. 1922.
represented by this fire destruc military barracks have been irar
George B. Spivey.
tion to new and productive enAmerican relief and
Sheriff, Harding County. New
u.m
tennises : it had to sro j.to irebuild
nnn
now
nouse
i.
urimair cium-j iz.uuu
Mexico. property ana nomes oi wnicn yu,
A
h
F
percent were probably destroyed,""
;
by fire due to carelasneu, tasK
. ;,
.
of safesruards against fire haz- TT. ,
NOTICE
ards. criminal incendiarism and
I have on hand one New Chev- thoughtlessness of people gener- rolet Touring Car 1921 which has ally as to necessity of tire pre- g
c
R A Yarrow di
never turned a wheel. Will sell
East Relief in
Near
the
rector
of
from the ravasres of fire.
far $300-025,000.
surpasses
area,
that
Insurance companies do not
F. S. Brown Motor Co.
make money bv having fires.
About time to announce for
.
They are exerting every effort to
1 you
ine
don
FOR SALE-T- he
new house near Wnrate the neonle to Drevent fire that offlce
, , .
. . ,
n)lv
an
One
depot.
nice
room,
with
the
- can cut aown our
porch ; Will sell furnished or un- it tnev fire loss they can iwiuw
save in
annual
furnished, also have 6 or 8 head destruction of life and proyerty teal party. Let the
want don t 06
3
of good milk stock.
reduce insurance rates and at the hf.fflce
See Gray at depot.
same time make a better profit
on their investment
continues ?OR SALE One Ford speedster
Tf fire destraction
Have you a good farm for
trade for irrigated land in Colfax to increase it is hard to estimate will sell for cash, or trade for
County. ,
what our bill for this national ex cattle. Call or write James S.
If so write me what you have. travagance will be in ten years Christman, Roy, N. M.
28-N P
J. B. Procter, Mills, N: M. from now.

State of New Mexico,. .)

.'Mexico,

Sato relay, February 11, 1922,
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most terrific wind :stoiTn
swept threw here Sunday afternoon and looked as though it was
bringing rain or snow but did not
Church! Well I should say we
h&a ;a fine sermon and a good
crowd of folks out. All voted
for S. S. and chose their officers
and teachers and now once again
the good work has begun. We
Sunday School first
and second Sun. of each month
at 1:30 P. M. under the instruction of our worthy Sup't Mrs.
Oscar Aspgren. Our officers and
teachers are as follows:
Mrs. Aspgren, S. S. Sup't.; Mrs
G. W. Hazen, Ass't Sup't.; Mrs.
Don Bradley, Sec. and Treas.;
Mrs. Lysle Ilazen Primary Dep't.
Mrs Ralph Hazen,
Mrs. CL N. Hazen. Adults.
Bro Burnett will be present to
assist us and deliver a message
good for all. Everybody is welcome and have ánd extended invitation from us. All come out
md join us.
Mr. aúd Mrs. Oscar Aspgren
an business Friday.
were in
Mrs. Morford was able to be
out to church and S. S. we hope
she and others that were
will keep on coming.
Harry Lindgren visited hi?
home over Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. George Ames was cut in
the neighborhood on business Fn
day and Saturday. He is thinking some of locating in the Bradley neighborhood jn the near

H
k.

.2.1.

,

CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE

Inter-media- te

Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly
will grew.

We've got 'em
t,
and red
Nice little valentines, comic
'hearts; for the little folks. Large Fancy Valentines, for the young men who really get serious,
cut-ou-

and valentine post cards for everyone.

FÁIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M. 1. GIBBS, Prop.

it

We wiU epen an account with you for as low as $1.00
Wc PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

BANK OF ROY
'

Capital and
Surplus

$35,000.00;

R-o-

.

fu-tar-

'

e.

,

Frank Smith was in Roy Thurs
day.
Mr: and Mrs. Ralph Hazen
were in Roy Saturday.
Jerome Caddel spent Sunday
with Everett Aspgren.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morford
visited Mrs. Morford Sunday
Mrs. C. Driskil and family
visited the parntial home Mon?
day.
Mrs. Louis Richardson was
down visiting her sister Mrs.
Don Bradley a few days, she returned to Dawson Friday. She
reports the camp very dull at
present.
M. L. Woods and Joe Woods
are working some on the Road
the past few days.
Messrs Myers and Livingston
were in the Bradley community
buying cattle last week.
Oscar Aspgren is on the sick
list these past few days.
If you want a fine dish washer
coolc speak to Kanute Aspgren.
,

Is that right Kanute???
The younger set are enjoying
and passing most of their time
on the black lake skating.
Mr. J. N. Hazen was in Roy
Friday.
Jay Bi'adley spent á couple of
days in Tucumcari last week.
C. C Moore had the misfortune of loosing one of his cows.
Don't forget Sunday School
and church.
LAWS RELATING TO CHILD
LABOR PUBLISHED BY
STATE BUREAU

trict ,in which the child resides, or girls' canning club recognized
by the agriculture
department'
are in session.
Section 3. The provisions of of a state and of the United Stat
sections one and two of thisS act es) operating (a) any mine or
n quany situated in
the United
shall not apply when upon
to the district court of any States in which children under
parent guardian or person hav- the age of 16 years have been em
ing the control of any child un- ployed or permitted to work dur
der the age of 14 years, it shall ing any portion of the taxable
be shown to the satisfaction of year; or (b) and mill, cannery
thetouit that it is necessary for workshop, factory or manufacsaid child to work in some of the turing establishment situated in
places Of employment or in some the United States in which child
business of service by sections 1 ren under the age of 14 years
and 2 of this act prohibited, and have been employed or permitted
if it shall be further shown to to work, or children between the
the satisfaction of the court that ages of 14 and 16 have been
or permitted to work more
the education physical and moral
welfare of such child are iully than eight hours in any day or
provided for, and the court shall six days in any week, or after
the hours of 7 o'clock post meri-jdiaorder such employment.
during any portion of the
Section 4. It shall ba unlawful for any person, finn or cor taxable year, in addition to all
poration to emyloy any child un- other taxes imposed by law, an
der the age of sixteen years in excise tax equivalent to 10 of
any business or service, whatso the entire net profits rceived or
ever between the hours of 9 o accrued for such year from the
clock P. M. and 6 o'clock A. M. sale or disposal of the product of
or for more than 48 hours in any such mine, quany, mill, cannery,
one week or more than 8 hours workshop, factory or manufac
turing establishment.
in any one day.
appli-atio-

em-)loy- ed

j

--

Section 5. Whoever employs
a child, or whoever having under
his control a child, permits such
child to be employed, in violation
of any of the provisions of this
act, shall be guilty of a misde
meanor, and shall for every of
fense be fined not less, than five
dollars nor more than one hundred dollars.
Section 6. That it is necess
ary for the presenvation of the
public peace and safety of the
inhabitants of the state of
that the provisions of
this act shall become effective
at the earliest possible time and
therefore an 'emergency is hereby diclared to exist and this act
shall take effect from and after
its passage and approval.
-

New-Mexic-

TITLE XII. TAX ON EMPLOY
MENT OF CHILD LABOR
Section 1200. That every per
son (other than a bona fide boys'

The following is published for
the benefit of any person or persons in the state of New Mexico
imploying child labor. As the
mreau of child welfare has been
lesignated as the state agency
xr the investigation and improv
?ment of child labor conditions,
the child welfare bureau by the
application of this law is
xting with the federal department of child labor and the child labor tax division of the bureau of
internal revenue.
Janet Ried, M. D.
State Director of Child Welfare.
An act to Regulate the employment and hours of labor of
children in the state and to provide a penalty for the violation
thereof.
H. B. No. 310, approved March
12.1921.
Be

it enacted by the

t.

Cappers'

Weekly,

Cappers'

Farmer and Household. All 3 for
$1.00 a year. In clubs with your

favorite magazine at special rate
Lowest club rates on all
See or write me for
catalog.
,j
'
R. S. Wood,
Roy, K M.

leading-magazines- .

.

Nira Nutter of Dawson
spent the first of the week visiting friends and relatives in the
vicinity of Roy.
Miss

Don't forget the Chili Dinner-nexSaturday at the Ideal Bakery. Gipen for the benefit of
the Agricultural class.

t

Marion Connor is the new shoe
and harness man at the F. M.
Co. Mr. Fitzgerald having sold
his interest in the shop to the Co
Read the

S. A.

for the news.

The Roy Garage
which is known as the Ecck Motor Co
Acetylene Welding

Batteries Repaired
Vulcanizing
General Auto nad Tractor Repairing
Full Line Accessories
Tires, Tubes, Oils and Gas

Legisla-

ture of the State of New Mexico
Section 1. No child under 14
years of age shall be employed
permitted or suffer to work in,
or in connection with any mine,
theatre, concert hall, or place of
amusement, or in. any hotel, laun
dry, manufacturing establishment, bowing alley, passenger or
freight elevator, factory or work
shop, or as a messenger or driver
therefor, within this state.
Section 2. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to employ any child under 14 years of age in any business or service whatsoever in
this state, during the hours when
the public schools of the municipal school district or rural dis

n,

;

co-op- er

What time?
Valentine time

men owe their success to the
Savings Account Habit.

Most successful business

will "have

Penalty provided by federal
government for violation of child
labor laws.

rp

The Only Road To Success

All Work Guaranteed.

Heyen & Bowman, Mgrs.
Come in
.

Tractor.
in.

and let us figurewith you on your
We will come out and pull your ca

Phone No. 8 W.

the

FOR SALE One Ford truck PUBLIC NOTICE, SCHOOL DIS
TPJCT MEETING TO VOTE
1920 model .equipped with pneuON THE QUESTION OF IS
grain
and
good
cab
matic tires
SUING SCHOOL BUILDbody, has three original tires.
ING BONDS
All in good condition. Truck has
Price
very
little.
used
but
been
only $500.00. Either write me School District No. 4 of Hardjing
County. New Mexico
at Maxwell or call and see truck.
R. C. Mitchell.
.Public Notice is hereby given
that a special meeting of the legal voters residing in School Dis
C.
trict No. 4, of Harding County,
New Mexico, has been, pursuant
UNDERTAKER
to law and the action of the Coun
And
ty Board of Education and the
LICENSED EMBALMER
Board of Dirctors of this disFull line of Caskets alwaysq on trict, called for and the same wil;
hand, also suits and dresses.
be held on Tuesday the 21st., daj
Calls answered day or night of February.A. D. 1922, at the
Phone No. 53
Solano Sdhool House in said DisRoy, N. Mex.
Elk.
Foster
trict, at which meeting there
tbSbi iptis 0 pauuqus eq
the following quéstion:
"Shall the County Board
of. Education in and for the
County of Harding, , State
off New Mexico, borrow money for the purpose of erect
iirg and completing one
school house within and for

DODDS

I.

Geo E, Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER

District No. 4 of the County of Harding, by ' issuing

Mills, N. M.

the negotiable coupon bonds

Bates at this oflice.

of the District in the aggre- gate amount of $25,000.00.?"
The ballot box for the reception of ballots upon said ques
tion will be opened at the hour oi
lhave taktn the agency for 8 : o'clock in the forenoon of sak
one of the strongest Fire Insu- day in said place and will be kept
,

Fire Insurance

rance Companies doing husmees open and will be closed at the
in the State and will be glad te; hour of 5 o'clock in the aftemoor
insure your property against of said day. Ballots to be used ir
'

'

Roy Ha

Spanish-America-

ding County, New Mexico, Satirday. February, 11, 1922.

COUNTY SEAT
NEWS
,

return safely from our
Tucumcari trip and failed to note
much change in the general ap-- :
pearance of out town during our
Well, we

long absence.
The little flurry of snow that
fell a few days ago was voted a
failure by the fanners as far as
benefits to wheat was concerned.
Countv Commissioner Crane
was in town a few days this week
attending to business matters
and visiting with a few of his
many friends.
.

Hon. Orren Beaty and wife are
the proud parents of a fine babj
boy born on Friday, .February
Forrest
3rd. Mr. and Mrs,
Shum deciding not to be outdone
by the Democratic ranks of Hard
ing county also became the prouc
possessors of a fine boy on the
same date and claim it to be as
fine a. young Republican as was
over born.

Somebody stole our S. A. last
week,--

Saturday

v

FATJO'S
,

Eatjo Apiaries

AUCTIONEER

BR. Reeder

for their different

homes. Miss Irene who had
made her home with her grand
mother for the past ten or twelve

years returned with her father
CL Halferty to Fairview, Okla..
P. L. Porter and C. S. Jones
made a trip to Raton the first
of the week.
' Mr. and Mrs. James
Fletcher
arrived here Saturday where
the former has assuemed the du
ty as pastor of the Methodist
genial
Dr. D. C. Daniels, the
doctor of the new hospital was Chuuch. Thy are the guests of
hurriedly called to Sedan, over Mr. and Mrs. C A. Smith this
near Clayton this week. We week until Rev. Holmes and famfailed to learn the name of the ily vacate the parsonage.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Munsey left
afflicted person.
Tuesday for their home, in Limon
The picture show at Mosquero Colorado.
Tuesday night at the Mesa GaO. A. Fye and sister of Denrage was well attended" and the ver came to Mills last Wednesday
packed. The manage- - with the intention of taking
hoose
mnt decided to make it a perma- charge of the Mills Ranch, but
nent feature, hereafter and a after hastily looking said ranch
show will be given every Tues- over they decided they did not
day night.
want to live there and billed
their belongings back to Denver
Mr. English, an attorney from the next day.
Texas is in town looking over a F. R. Rothenberger of near Chilocation. He is trying to find a co was in our city Tuesday with
house in which to move his famia load of wheat which he sold
ly and office room but is en- and
bought a load of coal.
countering considerable difficul
H.
B. Albertson has sold the
ty in finding house room as there
post
building to Mr. anc
office
is such demand for houses and
offices in the County Seat that Mrs. Shafer. Consideration
about the only way to secure this
We noticed a swarm of Gladclass of accomodations is to build
And we understand that Attor- stone people in town Tuesday,
which was J. A. Howell,
ney English is seriously consider
manager of the Wilson store
ing that pivpos'ition.
there. Harry Lammon, Chas
The ladies of the Baptist Chur- Bate and son and Will Atwood
ch of Mosquero gave a shadow A. M.Richie was also here after
social Friday night of last week a load of coal for J. M. Kirbv.
'for the benefit of the Church.
Fred Burton of nearfGladstone
The ladies brough lunches in
neighbornicely decorated boxes and the was in the Mestenito'
wood this
a
load
f
hood
after
0
box was displayed, the shadow
is sure a long
of the lady owner was auctioned week. 32. miles
wood
way
haül
but it is good
to
off to 'the' highest bidder
wood.
fine literary program rendered.
It was a very enjoyable affair
If its bargains you are after,
and all in attendance report an
enjoyable time and was also fin go to the Roy Trading Co. They
ancially quite a help to the have them.
IW.
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THE WORLD'S BIGGEST
JOB-AITS SCOPE
ND

Every year the Presidency of the United
States grows more important, until now it is
recognized as the biggest 10b in the world.
Yet Ipw Deor'e r1,ze that theptwaent is not chosen

'

by a nv.onty vote and that sereral of our presidents
h"e not been the most popular choice of all the people.
This fact is cicany discussed tn ifie story of the
Pres.aericy, one oi the senes of articles on Our
Government, which we are issuing muntftly.
If you are not receiving this materia!, dror in and let
us add vour name to the list of those to whom we
are sending it eadi month
.'; '
;

,

FIRST NATIONAL BAJNK

w-a- s

your-patronag-

Coi.

ílíMÍ

.

And we wish they'd bring it back
It chases the wrinkles from
our cheek,
And renews our life in fact.
Miss Hattie Carter who has
been attending school in Raton
'
came home Sunday.
Ira thetford has traded his
Ford car to Stanley ' Katafiaz
for a team of mules. He had
taught his wife to run the car
but we have our doubts about
her learning to manage the
mules and machinery so readily.
Stanley wil not need any com
pany around him the rest of the
winter or at least until he leams
his Ford.
Earl and W. C. Halferty left

said day. Ballots to be used ir
voting upon the question will bi
furnished by the clerk of the district to the judges of election, tc
be by them furnished to the
voters.' Each voter voting a'
said meeting shall deposit in
the ballot box a ballot whereon
shall be printed or written the
HONEY words
"For the Bonds," and the
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey words, "Against the Bonds." and
shalll indicate his approval or
For salo Hy the case
cans
disapproval of the proposition
and io 5
ubmitted "by placing a (X) oppoRetailed by all
the group of words on his
site
Leading Grocers
ballot which expresses his choice.
Queens
Italian Bees and
No ballot will be received by
the judges of election unless the
person offering the same shall
be a legal voter residing in said
Mex.
ew
?f
ieger,
Spr
P:0. Bx
school district.
The members of the district
school board will act as judges
of said election, and should any
of the judges be absent at the
opening of the polls, the judges
present will appoint a legal voter
to fill the vacancy.
'the
I am a graduate from
In Witness Whereof, the CounMissouri Auctioneering School. ty Board of Education through
I will assure you of service the directors of said School Disthat "brings resdlts.
trict No. 4 of the County of
Will be glad to cry your sale Harding, State of New Mexico,
anywhere at any time.
has caused this notice to be posted as required by law, this 13th., Church.
day of January. A. D. 1922.
II. R. Johnson,
James
Roy, New Mexico.

fire, lightning, tornados etc.
1 also insure farm property.
1 appreciate
Roy, N. M.
F.H. Foher,

51

MILLS AND .VICINITY

$1,-300.-

:

C. Lloyd and Mr. R
Clerk. L. Keller have been making trips
(School District Seal)
to Las Vegas during the last couple of weeks. We have not learr
ed just what the attraction h
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION but they have some two or three
trips apiece and show no indications of giving up the habit in
Department of the Interior
near future. Can it be that
the
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Claythey have found one of those
ton New Mexico.
moonshine stills over m the
January 13,1922. Meadow
Citv t hat yets up a betNOTICE is herebygiven that ter errade of 'nizen' than our own
Thomas M. Brown, of Mills Hard local brand? Patronize home
'ing Co. N. M. who on September.
9,1919, made Addl. Homestead
TIip Mora Patriot and the Waentry, No. 026237 for Lot 4,
SWV. Sec 19, SE U, SEU. Sec. gon Mound Indepenent have got21, SW14; Sec, 22, Twp. 21 N. ten up quite a "scrap" about
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, laxes incidentally and politics
has filed notice of intention to looming largely in thr back
make Final Three Year Proof, to ground and the Hardin er Countv
establish claim to the land above Developer tries to horn in on the
described, before F. II. Foster, proposition by going after the
U. S. Commissioner, at his office Patriot in a recent issue. They
at Roy New Mexico, on the 8th., have managed to get the- thing
day of March 1922.
into the state papers and are hav
Claimant names as witnesses: ing a rousing old time, making
O. Arbogast, V. E. Bixby, Adol- charges and counter charges,
fo Montoya. B. F. Misner, all of
this petty politig
Mills, New Mexico.
that
cian and
II. H. ERRETT,
one. It is' very interesting but
Register a sorry spectacle to the outsider
and one that is likely to give
stricken, slanI have a practically new Ford poor old, poverty
County
some adverMora
dered
bargain
Touring car for salé at a
to the
appeal
not
will
tising
that
F. S. Brown.
average homeseeker from the
outside.
Messrs DuvaLTobler. McDan- Mosque
iel and Clev Hammil of
Want to get out of this windy
ro were in Roy on business last country where you can raise any
thing that you plant, have plenWednesday.
An aaritation has been start ty of fruit for the gathering, live
ed in the County to hold meet- like a king and forget the rest of
ings in the different school dis the world? Better trade for our
tricts and elect reDresentatives Arkansas farm.
to a meeting at the County Seal
The infant babe of Mr and Mrs
to discuss ways and means 01
reducing the taxes of Harding Sam Strong became seriously ill
Honntv. The tax nrouosition of Wednesday morning and was
the State of New Mexico has be ruched to the Tucumcari Hospicome one of the most important tal on the noon train. Mrs.
issues before the people and some Strong accompanied the babe to
thing- must be done to reduce the Tucumcari and a telegram from
taxes in the state as they have her to Mr. Strong, Thursday
more than doubled m the past morning states the babe is much
better and will soon be alright.
few years.

MASONS NOTICE.

DATES FOR EIGHTH GRADF
EXAMINATIONS IN SCIIOOI
AKE SET

This is the 2nd., Saturdry k:l
February. Degree work an,1 rewelThe dates for the March, April freshments. All masons
come.
and May examinations for eighA. F. & A. M. Acacia 53.
th grade .students in the county
M. D. Gibbs, W. M.'
staby
set
the
have
been
schools
te Dep't of Education it was
The State Fire insane asylum
learned when a letter was receiv-3- d
yesterday by the county scho-- ) at Las Vegas caught fire Monsuperintendent from Santa Fe day but the fire was put out bedamage was done.
Tn March the dates are to be fore much
March 16 and 17. April 13 and The fire caught from a spark
14 are the days set in the follow falling on the roof.
;ng month, and May 18 and 19
Last, inspection until spring.
these examinations,
you want a loan see Schultz
If
taking
are the final dates for
Johnson at once. Inspectand
The letter also explained that ion next
week.
b
It would not be required that
in
project'
'home
carry on a
Read the sale advertisement of
order to matriculate inn the the Roy Trading Company, on
eight grade. The rule which the back page this week. They
had been adopted for this year, have reduced prices on several ar
making the 'home project' necess tides again.
ary, was repealed at a meeting of
the State Board of Education
Joe Townsend, former owner'
held in Santa Fe on January 14.
of the city tailor shop has accepted a. position with the Ser- Clfve Haines of near Mosquero ; vice Garage as battery repair
was in Roy visiting, Wednesday. man.
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I am now prepared to do long
distance hanlingatmoderate-prices.
Can make trips to Springer,
Abbott, Mills, Mosquero, and Solano at any time. When in need
of work of this kind phone me.
Frank Seidel,
Roy, N. Mex.
City Dray
-

macaroni spring
7
wheat; write or see II. Garzina,
'
Roy.
of
W.
S.
miles
FOR SALE

NOTICE

I must absolutely collect my
out standing Bills. Those indebted must make settlement- F. S. Brawn.

If you want to trade your N.

or

Farm for a f arm
Ark., write or see me.
J. B. Pr jeten, Mills, N. M.
in Mo.

M.

acre farm for sale. $11
per acre and terms. 90 acres
broke with house and ' well, 7
miles from Roy, for the best buy
on the mesa see, R. T.'McGlam-er- y
320

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J. D. Wade,

Soap
In our window. is a certain number of bars of P &G, the White
Naptha Soap. We don't know how many bars are there and we
want vou to guess "EI Rey de Jabón" oy teliing us the correct
ber. To the person who guesses nearest the correct r;urber we
wis give them

'ii

.

One hundred bars of
LUNA SOAP

i

and the next closest we will give 29 bars of LUNA E0AP. This
contest costs you nothing. All yeu have to do is come in the store
t
and guess.
v
J
cr.ág
Saturday'
tfes
18ih
Friday
rxd
the
ICth,
starts
contest
This

-

.1

'"

'

at

C

P.M.

.1

.

slam-bangi-

white-washin-

During this contest
í

,give you
are going to sell 20 bars of Luna Soap for7 $1.00J and
J ' '
' '
'
o"e package of Ivory soap flakes free.
give,
Soap
$1.00
youf
and
for
Naptha
&
G,
White
13 bars of P
The
:t.e package og Star Naptha Washing Powder free.
and give you two bars of Ivory-Soa20 bars Lenox Soap for
?,,,;-,,.j
free.
.'.'
,, ,,i
we

$1-0-

I,
Tr

0

1

,

;

I:.

'

A REMINDER
Luna Soap is a white high class laundry soap, weighs
we guarantee it to give satisfaction.

8

ounces ano

Íí v

S. E PAXrON GROCERY

COMPANY
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NOTICE,
PUBLIC
SPANISH-AMERIC- AN
SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING TO VOTE ON THE
Published By
QUESTION OF ISSUING
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
SCHOOL BUILDING
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor
BONDS
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
School District No 14 of Harding
Cwnty, New Mexico
Public Notice is hereby given Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
that a special meeting of the le.Registered August 27, 1912.
gal voters residing in School
District No. 14, of Harding Coun
Industrial outlook for 1922 is Th Harding County Developty, Nev; Mexico, has been, purgrowing
better Big industries er bursted open again last week
suant to law and the. action of
like
sugar,
copper, lumber com- and shot another tirade into
Education
County
Board of
the
ing
to
back
normal activities. the S, A. We hope they get some
and the Board of Directors of
organizations good from their tirades for ve
farm
this district, called for the same
are sure they are hurting themTHE UNIVERSA!. CAR
will be held on Wednesday the growing in favor. Americans not
selves far more than tbey are,
paterby
deceived
and
socialism
ls;t.. day of March, A. D. 1922 at nalism.
t
effecting
the S. A. Now really
the School House in said District
gentlemen
don't you thinuk such
Fe
Site
for
selected
Santa
at which meeting there will be
shameful and very
are
remarks
to
addition
house.
state
submitted to such legal voters
unnecessary?
But if continue
Gallup
to
R.
R.
Santa
Fe
the following question:
will make ah an- -,
you
must,
we
spend
trackagy
yard
sn
$600,000
'"Shall the County Board of
one of these days that will'
Education in and for the County and double tracking of line be- swer
on your memory for at least
live
tween
and
Gallup.
Perea
Mexi
New
of
of Harding, State
Gallup Harvey House system a few days and probably longer.
co, 'borrow money for the purto
spend $150,000 on addition to Let s play fair, or not at all.
pose of erecting and completing
Car- Navajo Hotel.
El
for
within
house
and
school
one
Demount-Vaughn
Mesa Leon Oil Co.,
CarApproximately
$200.00
has
School District No, 14, of the
for drilling of a shal just been received at the southcontract
lets
issuing
County of Harding by
low well in this field.
,
west headquarters of the Near
the negotiable coupon bonds oi
Valey
Na East Relief, in Pheonix; the gift
Las
Mesilla
Cruces
aggregate
in
the
District
the
Runabout-Standar- dional Loan Assn., organized here of Navajo Indians and their
of $5,000?"
will
have $300,000 available for teachers at Ganado and Indian
The ballot box for the receptloan
in March'
Wells, Apache County, Arizona.
ion of Iwllots upon said question
Maxwell
Maxwell Mill and In addition to this sum, a per8
of
will be cpened at the hour
o'clock hi the forenoon of said Elevator. operating to capacity. sonal contribution of $50.00 from
Springer Construction to sta F. J. Mitchell, superintendent of
day in said r'ace and will be
in early spring on modem the mission at Ganado is mainrt
will
at
be
closed
kept opdn, and
'
tained by the Womens.' Board, of.
the hour of 5 o'clock in the after hotel building.
County Home Missions
McKinley
Gallup
New
noon oí said day. Ballots to be
of the Presbyterian Church of America, and inused in voting upon the question high school building completed
v.
wiil be furnished by the clerk of at cost of $102,166.
cludes the Prebyterian Hospital,
Tyrone
Mining
Woodward
the Kirkwood Memorial School
the district to the judges of election to be by them furnished to Co., to start extensive develop- and the Navajo Bible Training
the voters. Each voter voting at ment work on their silver proper School. The Good Samaritan
Hospital and the Evangelistic
said mating shall deposit in the ty north of here.
ballot box a ballot whereon shall 151 miles of highway to be con- J Station, at Indian Wells, are albe written the words "For the structed in Socoro County this so maintained by this organiza
1
Bonds" and the words "Against year.
tion.
Carrizozo Mill test on ore
i he Bonds," and shall indicate his
A third contribution form the
from Helen Rae mine shows val- northeast section of the state
disapproval
of
approval
the
or
PRICE F. 0. B. DETROIT .
proposition submitted by plac- ue of 10.00 per pound, a 1000 lb
to $30.00, comes from
ing a cross (X) opposite the test yielding bullion worth
the Baptist Mission at Keam's
Canyon, and is sent through the
group of words on his ballot
MinLordsburg
which expresses his choice.
superintendent of the mission, T.
No ballot will be received by ing Co., to sink shaft addition II. Thayer.
The above attributions acthe judges of election unless the 1,500 feet.
TERMS IF DESIRED
Heathden Ore Production Co. cording to the relief organization
erson offering the same shall be
a legal voter,, residing in said has resumed operations at their ave typical of the response being
Fluorspar mines near here.
given the appeal of the Near
school district. '
of
The members
the district
Las Cruces Creamery, cheese Ease Belief in behalf of the home
school board will act as judges of factory and cannery planned for less and starving thousands in
said election, and should any of this place.
southern Russia and other sections of Transcaucasia. The sum
judges be absent at the openthe
M.
625,000
N.
produced
Mexico
New
SPRINGER,
ROY, N. M.
is sufficient to provide food to
ing of the polls, the judges pres- ounces of silver in 1921.
ent will appoint a legal voter to Carlsbad 1921 renort for Car some forty little waifs for at
fill the vacancy.
lsbad irrigation project shows least one mouth.
Dealers
Authorized
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, average return of 42.00 per acre.
the Ccunty Board of Education
THE UNIVERSAL CAU
c. Jr. K. K. to ballast
A social tacky party was given
through the directors of said 55 Deminsr
Át
Roy
Garage
vicnity. at the Rov Theatre last Th lira.
SALESMAN
in
of
miles
this
track
R.S.WOOD
Reprsentedby,
School District No. 14, of the
Albuquerque
Occidental Life i day night by the girls of the
County of Harding, State of New
office here nigh School. A fine time was reCo..
home
with
Mexico, has caused this notice to Ins..
totaling
$1,667,087 ported by those present and the
assets
has
be pofted as required by law,
in costumes worn by those in atof
with
$16,339,904
insurance
January'A.
day
of
27th.,
the
this
The American Legion Auxil-liár- y
tendance were varied indeed. A
force.
Dance will be given the D. 1922.
fine
lunch was served during the
streets
B.
C.
Hargrave,
Artesia All business
evening- of Feb. 14th. Admission
evening.,
Clerk. leading form depot to be paved.
(School District seal)
$1.00.
Silver City Bohemia mine on
A large audience listened to
Chloride
flat shipping ore.
Tanlac
Everybody
who
tries
Don't forget the big celebraOil tinting in natural collors, small and large photos;
Albuauerque Construction to the sermon by Rev. Cooke at the
tion at Logan February 20 and has something good to say about
Old faded portraits, cleaned, tinted and revarnished.
Christian Church last Sunday
it. Fuirview Pharmacy.
22nd.
start April 1st., on new $150,000 evening.
Kodak pictures enlarged and tinted will make nice wall
The sermon was a force
Baptist Church.
ful
one and much appreciated by
decorations and revive memories.
You will receive the best eatFOUND
One bunch of keys
Co.,
Copper
Lordsburg Anita
Heavy paintings in any design on velvet, satin, glass,
the audience. Eight confessions
on key ring. Owner can have ing to be had at the Mesa Cafe resumes work.
í
oilcloth etc.
Write or see
Same by identification a"d pay- for only 40( per meal. Try us. New Dower house at Last Chance were received during the vening.
Rev. Cooke is a real worker and
ing for ad. Call at the S. A.
mine nearing completion.
is
doing much good in Roy.
The Democi'atic Central Com
Deming Drilling will be reI have a practically new Ford mittee will meet in Albuquerque sumed at Angelus well.
iounng car for sale at a bargain on the 23rd., to elect a State City water department starts lyThe School Board of
F. S. Brown. Chairman to take the place of ing new water mains.
their monthly meeting at the Fir
Arthur Seligmann resigned, and Tucumcari New Logan brid- st National Bank Rm'Mi
to also transact other business ge, span 420 ft., completed.
Monday evening. All members
of importance.
were present and the bills which
BusiThe United States is big.
had
accumulated tha LfcjV JllVSJi VIL
Public
big.
enterprises
are
ness
SOME BULL!
of. The matter
utility service has removed the were. disposed
,,
l
uí.
leuunaing
tne Koy High
barriers of time and distance;
Ball Calf Brings $6,200
School
Building was left open
travel, shipping and the transIt is not generally known that action of business have been until the insurance companies
Hardirg County has some migh- made easy and life in the homes had paid the insurance and as
ty fine registered Hereford stock of the nation made more conven soon as it is paid, work of removing the debris fmm tha
Senator Mitchell, of Albert has a ient and pleasant.
will be started at once and actual
Hereford bull, Good Donald 23,
About two billion dollars are
one of whose bull calves at the
will start as soon as
construction
nvested in telephones. Every day
Chicaro Fair sold for $6.200 to 33.000.000 teleühone conversa weainer win permit.
W. R. Heast.
tions take place over the 13,600,- The American Legion held an
000 instruments in use. vv ltnin
Guard your stomach. It is the the reach of your telephone are important
meeting at the Mason-i- s
foundation of health or disease. united into a single system more
I have sold my repair shop in all departments as well as
hall
last
Tuesdayi evening and
The world's most famous stom- telephones than there are in all
all storage space to R. A. Pendleton, Jr., who will conduct
ach medicine is. Tanlac.
the rest of the world put togeth transacted considerable business
of importance during the evenit in the future.. .1 wish to thank the public for this por
er.
ing. After the business session
tion of the business which has been given me and trust
The last stretch of the David
was over a fine banquet was ser
Mills
T,.
of
near
E.
Northcutt
Hill has been worked and the hill
you will accord Mr. Pendleton as much or more business
Monday.
ved
by the luncheon committee.
on
business
town
in
was
opened to traffic from top to bot
than I have received , I assure you he will appreciate it- torn. The finishing touches will
now be put on which will not
'
take long and then it wont be nec
climb
to
essary to have a Ford
Just any old car can make
it.
the climb.
(Mosquero Developer.)
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
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Lowest Prices in History of Ford Business
Effective January 16, 1922

I

Touring
Touring

Standard-

Starter and

able Rims

.

$348.00
.

$443.00
$319.00

Runabout. Starter and Demountable Rims $414.00

Chassis, Standard
Chassis, Starter and Demountable

$285.00

Tractor

$395.00

Rims $380.00
Coupe, Starter and Demountable
Rims $580.00
Sedan, Starter anb Demountable
Rims $645.00
$430.00
Truck, ton Pneumatic tires

$10,-80- 0.

Only a limited number of cars in stock.
Place your order now

SPRINGER SALES & AUTO
COMPANY

-

.

OIL PAINTING and TINTING

Mrs.'H. P. GERMAN, Box 85

4?

NOTICE

1

1

i

.

s

:

F. S. BROWN

Mosquero, Abstract & Title Co.
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

John Coffeen of near Albert
was in Roy on business the first
of the week.

AGENT FOR CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILES AND SAM SON TRUCKS.

You can't get strong on a
weak, flimsy diet.. Tone up your
stomach. Eat plenty of nourishing food and build, up your system. Tanlac does it. Fairview
rh-rrcr- .-.

I

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
' Mosquero, New Mexico.
1

THE

í

8PANISH-AMERICA-

SHE

IL PEOPLE

Southwest

SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

News

From All Over

IAUC

SHOULD TAKE

Hundreds of Men and Women All Over America
Appear To Be Physical Wrecks Simply Because Their Systems Are Starving
for Nourishment.
There are hundreds of thin,
nervous men and women
all over the United States who should be strong, sturdy and
vigorous, with rich, red blood tingling through their veins and
feeling brimful of life and energy, if they would only profit by the
Experience of others all over the United States and Canada, and
assist nature to digest the food they eat, by simply taking Tanlac.
run-dow-

Millions of people have not only
been relieved of the most obstinate
forms of dyspepsia and indigestion by
Tanlac after other remedies have
failed, but large numbers" of them
have reported a remarkable and rapid
increase In weight and a return to normal health and strength by Its use.
In fact, so phenomenal have been
the gains in weight by thin, frail people through the use of Tanlac that
this remarkable preparation is now
being proclaimed everywhere as the
World's Greatest Tonic.
The food people eat does them absolutely no good unless they digest it
properly. When you suffer from Indigestion and other forms of stomach
trouble, the food does you harm Instead of good, because food which is
not digested stays in the stomach and
ferments, causing pains, swelling, gas
on stomach, shortness of breath, bad
taste in the mouth, dizziness and
many other disagreeable symptoms.
If this condition Is permitted to run
on for an Indefinite period the entire

n,

are apt to result.
Tanlac is a powerful reconstructive
tonic and quickly overcomes this con
ditlon by aiding Nature to eliminate
the impurities from the system In a
natural way and enable the vital or
gans to properly perform their functions. That is why It Is called Na
ture's Medicine.
In fact, there Is not a single por
tion of the body that is not benefited
by the helpful action of Tanlac, which
begins Its work by stimulating the di
gestive and assimilative organs, there
by1 enriching the blood and Invigorat
ing the entire system.
Next, It en
stomach to
ables the weak, worn-ou- t
thoroughly digest its food and convert
the nourishing elements into bone,
blood and muscle. The result Is you
feel strong, sturdy and well with the
proper amount of flesh, as Nature intended. Sold by all good druggists.

New Mexico
and Arizona
(ffestfrn Newspaper Uolon Newi Senlct.)

The Elks purk, which was planned
a long time ago, will become a reality
this year. The lots owned by the or
ganization west of the club house will
be used and made into a public park
for Albuquerque.
.Following the inquest held in Ben
son, Ariz., over the body of "Red" Os
borne, who. wag killed following an
altercation with Deputy Sheriff Billy
Bennett, the Jury returned a verdict
exonerating the deputy sheriff.
Production of copper will be re
sumed fn BIsbee, Ariz., about March
1 by the mines of the Copper Queen
Corporabranch of the Phelps-Dodgtion, according to C. H. Dowell, general munager of the Copper Queen.
Reports from the White Mountain
country reaching Gallup, N. M., state
that a Navajo Indian killed one of his
wives, shot another one through the
ankle and then turned the gun on himselffiring n shot through his body.
Bids' are now being received for the
construction of the flood dyke south of

Albuquerque and It is hoped that work
will be started soon. The new dyke
will be 2,800, feet long and it is thought
will afford ample protection from the
floodg of the Rio Grande.
The mining of manganese and iron
ore is likely to be resumed in the Bos
ton HUI country near Silver City, N.
M., In the next sixty days, according
to reports of the officials In charge
of that district. A large tonnage was
shipped from this section during the
world war.
A movement hus been started In
Deming; N.M., for the paving of all
the principal streets of the city, and
Only a Little Off.
It Is likely that the circulation of pe
One Who Remembers.
Hub Brown went around in 76; I
"Our friends may forget us," ob titions will be started soon. This is
did it in SO.
philosopher, "but one of the few cities iu the state that
served the street-ca- r
Wife (not up In golf) So you had the fellow who sends out the quarter has no paving program for the comthe highest score. I'm so glad you beat ly dun for the income-tagatherers ing summer.
him, dear. Nebraska Awgwan.
never does." Buffalo Express.
In the belief that prices have
reached a point of stability, and with
easier Uioney at their commund, cat
tlemen of around Las Vegas, N. M.,
have, begun buying calves and yearlings, creating a markedly optimis
'
tic feeling among cattlemen, bankers
and business men.
William SlcCord, an electrician em
ployed by the Yuma Electric Ice and
Manufacturing Company,
is still
alive in a hospital ut Yuma, Ariz.,
l
after having come In contact with a
wire said to carry 33,000 volts of elec
tricity. Although lie Is severely burned
on the head and limbs physicians be
lieve he will recover.
x
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WARNING

!
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Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Colds
Toothache
Earache

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggist.
the trade nark of Bayer Manufacture of Moaoacatlcacldester
of Sallcjllctcia

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets

After unanimously endorsing the na
tional prohibition amendment and the
measure, the
Volstead enforcement
Phoenix City Commission went a step
further and adopted a resolution declaring Itself opposed to any move
looking to modification of prohibition
so as to permit the sale of beer and
light wines.
Glen Cunningham, a cattleman of
Henrietta, Texas, has purchased the
W. K. McKinley ranch of 14,000 acres.
twenty-fiv- e
miles east of Las Vegas,
N. M., on the mesa. Mr. Cunningham
expects to erect at once a good house
and other buildings on the ranch. He
has stated that lie will raise sheep ex

tensively.
Floyd Pelton, one of the prominent
Even the man who has a will of his business men of Douglas, Ariz., and a
The trouble with the money you give
people for charity Is that It brings own never objects to being mentioned well known automobile race enthusiast,
In the will of another.
them right back for more.
died at his home as the result of in
juries received December 26, in an
It is sometimes hard to forgive our A diplomat Is a man who bosses the automobile race at the fair grounds,
crowd and makes them like it.
friends for our loneliness.
when his car turned over. Pelton was
crushed and one lung torn and other
internal injuries received.
Frank Dugnn, brother of Assistant
Superintendent Patrick Dugan of the
state penitentiary and an Indian
trader on the Navajo reservation, was
murdered by Indians and his trading
post burned, according to advices
from Gallup, N. M.
Elauterio Corral and Ronialdo Lo
zano were bunged at Silver City, N.
M., as the penalty for the murder of
Ventura Bcntconm, jailer of Silver
Strengthen Th Nenreé and
City. The two men, according to officers, admitted killing the jailer with
The Body Easy And
an ax on April 2, 1921, when they esEconomical To Take Resulta
KECK
NEC
caped from the Grant county jail.
Surprisingly Quick.
They were caught several days after
the jail break at Santa Rita, N. M.,
I
UST
I
I BUST
ItjKAl I
If you want to put some firm
Y
fVncÁm
J
almost famished.
healthy fleah on your bones, increase
Boys in the agricultural classes of
your
force
nerve
power,
and
deal
WAIST
I WAIST
your skin and complexion and look
vocational circuit of Dona Ana
the
bait
J
and feel 100 per cent, better, simply
Aiplrla

1

How Yeast Vitamon
Tablets Put On
firm Flesh

0

es

I

CAI

yeaat-vitami-
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found

V

irii:eTirc
im-A-

tmtOffGINM)

UUíNl

gate.
"See how these Innocent creátures
love me, Harry?" said the landholder.
"Love, nothing I" chortled the city
man. ., "They come to you because
they're hungry, and they think
you're going to feed them."
"Harry," replied the other solemnly,
"when you have reached a certain age
that passes for love." American Le-

I

é

Are Positively Guaranteed
to Put On Firm Flesh,
Clear the Skin and bcrease
YEAST
VI IAMINI
TABLET

Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

county, X. M.; have

just

completed

gopher eradication campaign
on In

You naturally feel secure when you
know that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is' maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-RooIt is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.

Combines

benefit.

'

Good for
valuable

Affliction Could Only Be Relied On to
Take Its Possessor in One
Direction.

premiums

Samuel Gompers at a labor,
was condemning certain ultraradical policies.
, "Such policies," he said, "will get us
Into trouble right enough, but will they
get us out again? Listen, gentlemen,
to a fable.
"In a lunatic asylum there was a
lunatic nicknamed Solomon because it
was his custom to call every newly ar
rived lunatic up and question him
about his infirmity, afterwards dis
missing him with a kind of Solomon- esque opinion or verdict.
"Well, one day Solomon called up
a new lunatic who had a very stiff
walk.
.
" 'What may be your trouble, friend?
he said.
" Tve got a glass rod In the mid
dle of my back, the new lunatic
" 'A glass rod In the middle of your
And Solomon chuckled.
back, eh?'
'Well, friend, a glass rod in the middle
of your back will bring you here, but
you'll find that It will never take you

out."'

FROM

"PERSONAL"

pip

COLUMN

Itema Which the Reader May or May
Not Consider aa of Really Absorbing Interest,
Mrs. Salom Saddler spanked little
Claudy Saddler so vigorously before
he went to bed last night that he
opened up his prayer with, "Now I
stand me up to sleep."
At this writing, shirts are so cheap
that Hash Beener Is wearing two of
them at' once, to make up for lost
time.
Gabe Saddler, who brought a box of
candy the other day, and discovered a
bit later that he had got back a counterfeit quarter in change, says it
served him right for being in love.
Mitch Mudge, our weather prophet,
so bad yesterday
had the corn-ach- e
that he went out and stole an umbrella some place.
According to Os Peachblow, the
person in the world
can concentrate while removing a por
ous plaster irom nimseir. wayside

Tales.
Poetic Graces.

Look out for explosions; the wintry
'Poets necessarily have lively Imag
inations."
blasts are blowing up streets and al"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne; "es leys everywhere.
pecially those who write circulars to
tell you how sweet and tielpful the
an argumentative man quiet.
telephone service Is."

Land Seized Under Guise of Science;.
The Cameroons and Togoland, which
are now under the mandate of Great
Britain by authority of the treaty of
Versailles, were handed ever to Emperor William Iby a German professor
whose ostensible Interest In the' black
races was scientific.
Gustave Nachtigal (1824 to 1885)
had jnade many exploring trips Into
Africa and brought back tales of commercial and other possibilities that
strongly appealed to Bismarck.
in
1884, the Iron Chancellor Instructed
Nachtigal to explore certain regions
on behalf of the government, and when
the scientist had arrived at his destination, a German officer who had accompanied him at the special direction of Bismarck, Instructed him to
plant the German flag on the roof of r
the hut of the greatest chief of the
'
country and to declare the population
subject to the scepter of the German
kaiser.
'

Letter

Go, Boys.
good at anagrams, aren't

you?
She Sure, spring one.
He Here it Is. Take away my first
letter, take away my second letter,
take away all my letters, and I am
still the same. What am I?
She You're a postman, you poor
fish. Experimenter. '

Why does any healthy person want to be
kicked into wakefulness in the morning?
Many people feel that they
have to be agitated into wakefulness In the morning. They
think that without the tea or
coffee they take in the morning
that they will not be able to
meet the tasks and duties of the

a

day.

Nothing could be more false
than this reasoning. Any doctor
can tell you this. For a healthy
body does not require a stimulant. It gets all the stimulant
it needs from food.

Many people who have tried
Postum say that inside of a
week they wake in the morning without that "all gone" feeling that they used to have, and
are full of energy, strength and

The thein and caffeine found

STAHT

Postum, the pure cereal beverage instead, it will give Nature
an opportunity to rid the system
of the irritating substances that
harass your nerves, upset digestion increase your heart
action, and make you nervous
and irritable.

n

t Tucson.
Governor Thomas E. Campbell has
Issued a proclamation calling a special
spssion of the Arizona Legislature to
convene Feb. 15, for the purpose of
considering legislative action designed
to Increase efficiency and economy. In
the state government.
"
I
",' "

sugar-coate-

Save
the
wrappers

TICKET

NOT LIKE EXCURSION

,

P-- K

'

If you need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co.. Binehamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

pleasure and

Don't miss the joy of the
d
new IVHISLEr S
the
peppermint tid bit!

t.

with the biological
fifty-seve-

and aids appetite and digestion
Cleanses mouth and teeth.
A great boon to smokers,
relieving hot, dry mouth.

A Feeling of Security

carried

survey and the 'farm bureau of Dona
boys enAna county. The
rolled on the circuit trapped 1,046
gophers. The biological survey put up
prizes for the schools which won first
and second honors and for first, second and third individual honors.
That a month fronj now would see
the copper mines of the state starting
operations on a cautious scale, was
the statement made by Col. J. C.
Greenway, general manager of the
Calumet and Arizona Mining Company
and the New Cornelia Copper Company

Satisfies the sweet tooth

gion Weekly.

r

try taking two of Mastin'a tiny
VITAMON Tableta with each meal
and watch resulta. Mastin'a VITA
MON Tablets contain highly con
centra ted
as well as
the two other still more important
vitamlnes (Fat Boluble A and Water
Soluble C) and are now being used
by thousands. Mastin'a VITAMON
Tablets never cause gas or upset the
stomach but, on the contrary, improve
digestion.
Be sure to remember the
the
name
Mastin's
original and genuine
tablet. There is nothing else like it;
so do not accept imitations or sub
stitutes. You can get Mastin's VITA
MON Tablets at all good druggists.

j

"The Way to th Heart."
A Long Island bachelor was showing a friend from New York over his
estate. AVhen they reached the sheep-fol- d
the woolly inmates, catching sight
of their master, came bleating to the

l

oi
tM

Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
s
directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak, or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton
or mixed goods. advertisement.
con-ain-

e

system becomes saturated with poi
sons, the patient becomes thin and
pale and in time various complications

DYED A SWEATER,

in tea and coffee are irritating to
the heart and nervous system.
They jolt the nerves into undue
activity. The result is a reaction. This is why regular tea
and coffee drinkers think they
must have their stimulant the
first thing in the morning to
wind them up for the day.

If you will stop using tea and
coffee for a week, and drink

Postum for Health

endurance.

Order Postum from your
grocer today, and make it according to directions. Your first
sip of Postum will surprise
and please you.
Postum comea in two forms: Instant
Postum (in tins) made instantly in the
cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packaged of larger
bulk, for those who prefer to make
the drink while the meal is being prepared) made by boiling for 20 minutes.

"There's a Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

.
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GRADE ITEMS

By the way, did you know it
Joseph Rhyne. is on the sick
time for that new Auto tag? list this week
Katharine Gray one of our puHarding says he will meet the
pils le:"t for Arkansas last Sunfarmers troubles. We hopa he day.
Katharine was good in her
don't shake hands and pass on.
books and we were sorry to loose
Gerald Dodds opened up his new
Tom Ladd and wife of Solano
garage in the kitchell Building were on the streets of Roy Tues
Money these days seems so her.
Vein-.I have taken over the repair shop, battery department,
day.
k.st Monday.
Gibson is also on the
close, and yet so far.
repair department and the storage room of the F. S.
tire
sick list this week.
Motor Company, in the Pendleton Garage BuildBrown
Henry Stone was up from the
It'll take a pretty good size
John Everett and wife of near
There will be a basket ball
'
ing, and have moved to that location.
La Cinta Canyon the first of the Mills were pleasant callers on the house at Mosquero to hold Court game between Tucumcari and
in, if the attendance will be as Roy 'girls Saturday night. The ad
week.
S. A. Tuesday.
I am now equiped as never before to give the public
great as at Roy Monday.
mission will be 25. This game
will be held at the Liberty GaJ. E: Morgan of Caracan, Cal.
Harry Hughs, Earl Ross and
When every dog has his day, rage.
is a new reader of the S. A. this Mr. Womble of Solano were busi
.
then a few of then want the
Harold Plumlee was absent
week.
ness visitors, in Roy Tuesday.
night also.
Monday.
,,'..'.
in all lines of the automobile business. Those needing
following
The
are the ranks
ColF. C. Moore and Mr. McNeil
J. C. Green of the F. B.
work in this line will do well to come in and let me figure
When a Roy girl sees a new for tho week :
of Yatesville were in Roy on lins Co.; wis a business visitor in
with you.
dance step she is sure to second
Robert Woodman, first; Ivan
business Thursday.
the County Seat last Tuesday.
the motion.
Johnson, second; Edith Farley,
With my modern equipment I am now able to turn out
'
ft
your work much better and soon than is customary.
Third.
Sol Floersheim of the F. M.
H. E. Dean, the driver of the
Dentists say teeth causes our
I will still continue to operate under the name of
Co. .is spending the week in Roy Solano "School Kid Wagon," was
worst ills. Guess they are right
The
following
deeds
been
have
on business connected with the in Roy on business last Friday. for with out
teeth there would recorded in the County Clerk's
'
Company.
be no tooth ache.
office lor the week ending Feb.
County Treasurer Parks was in
4th.
If you are in need of money on Roy last Thursday afternoon on
A
good motto for Harding
R. A. PENDLETON, MGR.
Furnished weekly for the S.
realestate see Schultd and John- his way home from the County County people "Know thyself
A. by the Mosquero Abstract and
son as, they will have inspection Seat.
but don't tell everybody."
BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN HARDING COUNTY,
Title Co.. of Mosquero, N. M.
ne::t week.
Tell B. Bradley to William R.
Rev. Cooke of E. Las Vegas
The correct use of "lie" and
J. VV. Thompson of the
has been in Roy this week and "lay" always worries the farmer Bradley; SE4 of Sec. 29 T: 19
N. of 11 28 E
Construction Co., was will preach at the Christian every time the hen cackles.
in Wagon Mound on business sev Church Sunday.
Gilbert L Leach to William R.
eral days this week.
Harding County's population Brasheirs; NWW. and
of
Mr Young, who was called to will surely show a wonderful in- SW14. Ea of SWi4. Sec. 13 T.
Mrs. Simon Benfer who has Iowa á few weeks ago on account crease in 1930 if the present rate 20 Tí. cf R 25 E.
leen visiting in Oklahoma the of the sickness of his mother re- of increase continues until that
George II. Morris et ux; to
Apast several months returned to turned home Monday.
date.
Charlen E. Merrel; Land in sec.
Key last Saturday.
28 T. 1 ) N. of II 27 E.
Wonder what became of that
Mr. P. P. Branch who has been
Thonas Garduño to David El
The Spanish American acknowl-.ife- s
proposition 'from the lis; NViOf SVi, Sec 15
sidewalk
on the sick list for months is reT20 N.
post office to the railroad eating of
a laigeumber of renew-- s ported doing no
is
E.
and
better
..
the past tféek-janwhich we
housq Presume it will revive
still a very sick man. '
when-sth(parecíate very much.
iiiud gets knee deep. Owen L. Brand to , Samuel F
Davis; S' of Sec 12 T. 21 N of
Given by Jhe
' ,
The Junior Endeavor served a
Invitations are out aimounc-n- g
Has any one seen anything of R. 26 E.
thévedding of Lino Martinez lunch at the S. E. Paxton store the Chamber of Commerce? Preand Emelia Martinez whilh will last Saturday and netted a nice sume they have hibernatedAintil -- Only about two months until
we elect a new set of town offitake place Monday morning at little sum for the work!
spring or warm weather. 4-fcijg St. George's Chapel. Rev Fr.
cers fcr the town of Roy. Of
The Roy Trading Co. big sale
VachiJfl will officiate.
The mair''hoaTways wants the old board elected two years
GOOD MUSIC AND A GOOD TIME ASSURED
is still in full blast and they to start something is never ago only two members and the
bargains
a
have
of
number
still
someTradwant
clerk remain on the board. They
around when you
J. E. Brown of the Roy
EVERYBODY INVITED TO ATTEND
fixe pub thing started.
are J. Florsheim, formerly Viling Co., is taking a few days va- which they are offering
A FINE LUNCH WILL BE SERVED DURING
lage Trustee bufc'now mayor and
cation and resting up from his lie"
to
way
Strong
says
We
Sam
the
Chas.
store.
Weatherill, Trustee andT.
arduous labors at the
THE EVENING BY THE AUXILLIARY '
.are sure Jack will enjoy a rest
J. C. Andrix, Post Office In discover the unknown road when L. Schultz, Clerk. We have not
for he has surely earned it. ., spector of eastern New Mexico it is covered with snow is to re- heard of any announcements for
.vas m Roy Hie tirst ot the weeK. turn to Roy and wait until the the various offices but hope that
only one ticket will be in the
Investigating the- recent rob snow melts.
A letter from Henry
field and that will be a good
schmidt of Los Angeles, Califor- bery of the Roy Post Oitice.
The main trouble with the strong ticket.
nia, but formerly of the Bank of
it
Roy, gives us the information
E. N. Nickens was a business high rents at this time, is
that he will soon become connect visitor in the County Seat the keeps people moving.
rtf with a bank in the California first of the week. We underTrips to Springer seems to be
city.
stand that he will give a picture
show in the County Seat each a hoodoo to most of the young
folks of Roy and we would not be
We understand that our good week, also at Gladstone and
to see the road less
surprised
Friend C. E. Hobson has been
used in the future.
jranted a pension of $30.00 per
month for service rendered durThe Domestic Science girls of
Have you ever discovered that
ing the Spanish American war. the Roy High School will give a
Congratulations Mr. Hobson. We Valentine Candy Sccial and the man without a principle nevx.
aj 4 all waiting for that Oyster Musical Program, Friday, Feb. er draws any interest?
supper.
17th, at the Christian hurch.
The Lyceum Course does not
Everybody is cordially i nvited.
to be a strong drawing card
seem
A letter from L. E. Alldredge The proceeds are to be used to
says send the S. A. to me at Dal buy furniture for the Domestic had we not better change at to
Justice of the Peace hearing for
hart, Texas where he is engaged Science room
a crowd would then beaésured.
m the whole sale and retail oí j
coal and wood. Lesj, likes to
Mr. Easterday prominent lawWe hope Polaskie'the weather
get the news from his old home yer of Clayton was in Roy on
hits the prediction on
prophet
town and we are sure that he business several days last week.
head
this month ; if he does
the
will always hold a warm place
While here Mr. Eastérday was a he will have many warm friends
in hi heart for Roy.
pleasant caller on the S. A. and around Roy.
had his name entered on our long
Mrs. F. Á. Roy who was called list of readers. Mr. Easterday , Wonder if the school kids did
to Frankfort Kansas several has quite a Jaw practice in Hard- not enjoy the nice auto trips
weeks ago on account of the ing County and makes frequent during the recent snow storm.
These prices will remain in force until
death of her mother, Mrs
visits to the Harding County Anyway none of them were tar- returned home last Tues metropolis.
dy.
day. Mrs. Roy had a severy attack of frip on her return home MRSTW. R. COPLEN UNDERGeo. Cable has returned from
and is scarcely able to b about GOES SERIOUS OPERATION
Tucumcari where he has been
unless everything is sold before that date. This is your last oppor- town.
working at the carpenter trade
tunity, make good use of it.
of
the
wife
Copien,
W.
P.
i
,
Frs.
childEditor Schultz, wife and
County
Harding
children
and
S.
of
manager
A.
Hanson
the
Mrs.
relavisiting
been
have
ren who
a ser- who have been visiting at the
tives and friends in Chicago and Abstract Co., underwent
Plumlee
operation
the
at
Floersheims' homes in Roy the
ious
peast
several
Lima Ohio the
past several weeks returned to
weeks returned to their home in Hospital last Thursday afternoon
upon
was
operated
their home in Denver where Al
Rov, Wednesday and Mrs. Schulat
first
ago
year
and
a
has an excellent position with a
about
housekeeping
and
to
for these prices wil "ot be open to you again. .
tz has gone
but lat large printing firm. Mrs. Hanhas his feet under the Edi seemed to be doing fine and
she son tells us that Omar "Keene
torial desk again. Of course er complications set in
was former "Devil" in the S. A. is
it
worse
and
grew
gradually
citified
little
act
a
they both
v
n.akinsr good inDenver and. is
SALE
REGULAR
a few weeks on the S. A will decided that only an operation
opera- - now an experienced linotype man.
The
life.
save
would
her
PRICE
PRICE
and
take the city pep from them
ARTICLE
thpv will be" the same country tion of Thursday was very suc
$.122
..$.20
cessful and she is reported as ckv
We understand that S. F. DaV. C. Spagetti 21b
folks as of old.
.10
.10
ing nicely and in a few weeks vis has purchased the O. L.
V. C. Chicken Soup lib
.04
.13
Roy.
home
to
her
of
return
will
to
able
be
northeast
Brand
farm
Curtis Tuna Fish 3'zoz.
Dorothy Gibbs who has been
.05
.10
consideraMossuero.
the
not
learn
did
7oz.
at
We
Spagetti
Skinner
High
School at Los
attending
.05
.10
tion. The Brand farm consists
Sninner Egg Noodles 7oz.
Angeles, California, for the past
'
.22
.35
wheat
excellent
acres
of
lb
2
320
of
Y.
C.
Peaches
Colton
MARTIN HAHN
i
three and a half years graduated
.15
.072
land and is situated in a prosper
Old Dutch' Cleanser
from that school a few weeks o
.09
.15
Bon Ami
Word was received telling of ous neighborhood and we consid-th- e
and returned to Roy Monday
.09
.15
made
a
Davis
has
Mr.
Powder
Washing
Liberty
er
that
Virginia
wedding
of Miss
She was met at El Paso by. her
'
.15 , .02
Chrolinated Lime
father who accompanied her Martin f.nd Elbon Hahn at Az-- ; good buy.
17 Vi
.45
Chili
lib
Fancy Evaporated
on Jan. 4th, 1922.
home. Miss Dorothy's many tec,
65
1.45
gave
a
League
lb
Epworth
Baking
Power
The
Shillings
Roy
'
2'2
formerly
of
The
bride
again
was
friends are glad to see her
.05
.07
Fariposa Syrup l'zlb
m Roy and we are sure Doctor, but later moved to Gallup, N. social at the school building last
.02
.03
crowd
large
A
evening.
laFriday
Soap
Goblin
and Auntie as well as Meyler and M., where she taught school
.42
fine
a
and
in
attendance
Brooms
was
Mr.
Hahn.
meeting
ter
suitor,
over,
her
overjoyed
her
Donnie are"
admission
The
return tothe family Jiome again. She is the oldest daughter of Mr. time reported.
and Mrs. J. V. Martin, formerly charged was as many pennies as
'ipi Anderson and children of of Roy, but now of Farmington, the visitor was years old. A nice
little sum was realized by the
Mosqnero are visiting the paren-ti- N. M.
League in this manner.
meweek.
groom
is
Mr.
Hahn
the
a
this
ome
Latherman l
chanic by trade having' worked
Mrs. Corlen who was operated
uanup several years.
Mr. Yates and sons oí Kep-i- n
at the FiumJee Hospital is j
will
make
at
They
ipon
home
business
i!oy
en
their
in
hart were
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Ladies Auxilliary to the
American Legion
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Admission $1.00
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For these last few
days we are

REDUCING

j

further our Special Sale

PRICES
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Buy the shoes you will need during

the year
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